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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform

technology,  reviews a theory professor Mattias Desmet, a Belgian psychologist and statistician,

believes explains the absurd and irrational behavior we’re now seeing worldwide with regard to

the COVID pandemic and its countermeasures.

He calls this phenomenon “mass formation psychosis,” a type of crowd hypnosis that results in

literally converting a large segment of the population into psychosis. Mass formation psychosis

is the explanation for how the Germans accepted the atrocities by the Nazi party in the 1930s,

and it’s the explanation for why so many around the world support medical apartheid and the

destruction of the unvaccinated now.

It’s so irrational and inhumane, many have wondered how we got here. As it turns out, the

psychology of totalitarianism has been studied for decades, and the whole thing is in fact

explainable as a psychiatric phenomenon that arises when certain conditions exist in a society.

The Four Base Conditions for ‘Mass Formation’

The four central conditions that need to exist in order for mass formation psychosis to take root

are:

1. Lack of social bonding — Social isolation was a widespread problem long before the

pandemic. In one survey, 25% of respondents said they didn’t have a single close friend. The

COVID lockdowns also contributed and worsened already existing isolation. We were all told

that any contact with others, including members of our own family, could be a death

sentence.

2. Seeing life as meaningless, purposelessness and senseless, and/or being faced with

persistent circumstances that don’t make rational sense — Desmet cites research showing

that half of all adults feel their jobs are completely meaningless, providing no value to either

themselves or others.

In another poll, done in 2012, 63% of respondents said they were “sleepwalking” through

their workdays, putting no passion into their work whatsoever. So, condition No. 2 for mass

formation hypnosis was also ful\lled, even before the pandemic hit.

Events that occurred in late 2019 and early 2020, such as the many questions surrounding

the presidential election and the initial COVID lockdowns, added fuel to the widespread

confusion and uncertainty, resulting in the next condition: free-`oating anxiety.

3. Widespread free-`oating anxiety and free-`oating discontent — Free-`oating anxiety refers

to anxiety that has no apparent or distinct cause. Judging by the popularity of

antidepressants and other psychiatric drugs, condition No. 3 was also ful\lled long before

the pandemic, but additional fuel was piled on just before the pandemic.

Many felt, and still feel, that “things just aren’t right.” Through 2020, it became increasingly

apparent to many that most if not all of the systems we depend on are broken, and likely

broken beyond repair, including our medical system, our voting system and our judicial

system.

4. Widespread free-`oating frustration and aggression — This tends to naturally follow the

previous three. Here, again, the frustration and aggression have no discernible cause.

How Mass Formation Allows Totalitarianism to Rise

When these four conditions are ful\lled by a large enough portion of society, they are ripe for the

picking to convert to a psychosis, being totally out of touch with reality, which in turn leads to the

rise of totalitarianism. As explained by Malone, when the pandemic broke out, people around the

world became obsessed with one thing: the virus.

People everywhere thought about, read about and talked about the virus almost exclusively to

everything else. This singular focus, this obsession, having the base conditions for mass

formation already \rmly in place, allowed for large portions of the population to enter into a

hypnotic-like state.

In that hypnotic-like state (it’s very similar to conventional hypnotism but with minor differences),

people lose their ability to have rational thought and judgment.

As noted by Malone, there is evidence that suggests at least parts of this psychological operation

were done intentionally, by “some entity that has \nancial bene\t or power to gain from doing

this, which gets to the point of global totalitarianism.” Now, once a large portion of a society is

hyper-focused on and fused in their joint discontent and anxiety, all a leader or leaders need to do

to convince many that totalitarian control and loss of their freedom is best for them is to:

a) Present a story in which the cause of the anxiety is identi\ed, and then

b) Offer a strategy for neutralizing that cause

Social Bonding Is Key

By accepting and participating in whatever that strategy is, people with free-`oating anxiety feel

equipped with the means to control their anxiety and avoid panic. They also feel a strong bond

with others, because they’ve all identi\ed the same nemesis. As explained by Desmet in the Peak

Prosperity interview below:

“Because many people participate in the same strategy to deal with the object of anxiety,

a new kind of social bond emerges a new kind of solidarity. So, people feel connected

again in a new way. And that's actually the most crucial thing.

If you look at the corona crisis and listen to the mainstream narrative, you will hear that

everything is about solidarity. You have to participate, you have to accept the vaccine.

You have to respect social distancing, because if you don't, you lack citizenship, you

show no solidarity. That's the most crucial thing, always, in mass formation.

That's the real reason why people buy into the story, even if it is utterly absurd. It’s not

because they believe in the narrative. It is because the narrative leads to a new social

bond. That's the real reason.

There’s [also another] advantage. All the frustration and aggression can be directed at an

object. And that object is the people who, for one reason or another, do not want to

participate in the mass formation ...

So, you have this very strange situation where people start from a very negative and

divisive mental state; [they have a] lack of social bond, lack of meaning-making, free

Joating anxiety and a lot of frustration and aggression.

They switch from this very highly aversive mental state to a symptomatic positive state

where they feel connected. Their life makes sense again through this heroic struggle with

the object of anxiety ... That's why people continue to believe in the narrative, even if it is

utterly absurd.”

Mass Formation Psychosis Is a Self-Destructive Condition

The crazy thing is that the story can be an obvious lie, yet those under this hypnotic spell will

believe it. The remedy can be utterly absurd, yet they’ll obey. This is how totalitarianism is

allowed to rise.

Of course, there must always be a common enemy that must be obliterated — the “cause” for the

peoples’ fear and anxiety — and under totalitarian rule, that enemy is anyone who is not

spellbound. The dissenters are the enemy. In 2021, the unmasked and unvaccinated are the

enemy.

“ Mass formation psychosis is a very dangerous
condition, both for those under its spell and those
who aren’t, because the 'mental intoxication' that
results makes people willing to do things that are
clearly wrong and utterly immoral, up to and
including voluntarily killing their own families
and themselves, if told it’s for the greater good.”

If everyone would just get the experimental jab, COVID would vanish and everyone could go back

to feeling safe again. That’s the narrative. It makes no sense, it’s irrational, inhumane and

unscienti\c, but those who are in mass formation psychosis believe it’s just that simple, and

that’s why some are able to wish death on the unmasked and/or unvaccinated.

So, as noted by Malone, “If it seems to you that the rest of the world has gone mad, the truth is,

they have.” A problem far greater than any virus now is mass formation itself.

It’s a very dangerous condition, both for those under its spell and those who aren’t, because the

“mental intoxication” that results makes people willing to do things that are clearly wrong and

utterly immoral, up to and including voluntarily killing their own families and themselves, if told

it’s for the greater good. In short, masses of people become profoundly gullible and self-

destructive, which is a frightening combination.

As noted by Desmet, in a dictatorship, people comply because they fear the dictator. In a

totalitarian regime, however, mass formation psychosis is at work, and this gives the regime

extreme power over the individual, as the people, when in this hypnotic trance, voluntarily destroy

their own families, their lives and themselves, along with the stated enemy.

Is Totalitarianism Unavoidable?

Malone says that in his conversations with Desmet, Desmet has said he believes the mass

formation psychosis is so widespread at this point that global totalitarianism may be

unavoidable. He believes it’ll take over, as we’re seeing in a number of countries already. So, what,

if anything, can we do? A summary of suggestions are as follows:

• Continue providing true and accurate information to counter the false narrative. Some who

aren’t yet fully hypnotized may still be routed back to sanity. Speaking out can also help to

limit the atrocities the totalitarian regime is emboldened to implement, because in

totalitarianism, atrocities and crimes against humanity increase as dissent decreases.

• Substitute fear of the virus narratives with narratives that highlight an even greater fear —

fear of totalitarianism. “Totalitarianism is a bigger boogeyman than the virus is,” Malone

says. “Losing control to Bill Gates, the World Economic Forum, BlackRock and Vanguard is a

bigger threat than SARS-CoV-2 is for you and your children, by far.”

Desmet has tested this theory, and found you CAN break the hypnotic focus on COVID if

you’re able to refocus their attention on something that’s of even greater concern to them.

• Join with other dissenters into larger groups. This gives the larger majority who aren’t fully

hypnotized but too fearful to go against the grain an alternative to going along with the

totalitarians.

• Build parallel structures within your local communities. Think globally, act locally. Start

developing parallel structures to heal the four underlying conditions that allowed mass

formation to occur in the \rst place.

A parallel structure is any kind of business, organization, technology, movement or creative

pursuit that \ts within a totalitarian society while being morally outside of it. Once enough

parallel structures are created, a parallel culture is born that functions as a sanctuary of

sanity within the totalitarian world.

The Gravity of Our Situation

To hear from Desmet himself, listen to his hour-long interview with Dr. Chris Martenson. As noted

by Desmet, since self-destructiveness is built into the totalitarian system from the ground up,

totalitarian regimes cannot be sustained forever. They fall apart as they’re destroyed from within.

That’s the good news.

The bad news is it can be hell while it lasts, as totalitarianism built on mass formation almost

always leads to heinous atrocities being committed in the name of doing good. There are usually

few survivors at the end.

That said, Desmet believes this new global totalitarianism is more unstable than regional

dictator-led totalitarian systems, so it may self-destruct faster. He has just \nished writing a

book, “The Psychology of Totalitarianism,” which is expected to be published in January 2022.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,491 ratings

ORDER NOW
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think everyone is missing the boat.  This "mass psychosis" is a spiritual problem.  It won't disappear until people turn to God who has

been ignored in the world today. Hopefully it won't be too late. see (Bible)
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

californiawoman, Believing in metaphysically impossible supernatural entities (gods, souls, spirits), and that special kinds of

verbal utterances (prayers) have causal elcacy are two of many expressions of delusional psychosis. It's too bad that time

machines don't exist. You and mirandola could transport yourselves to the Middle Ages where you and your factually baseless

beliefs would be right at home.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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agreed
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No matter what any naysayer says; you are absolutely right. This is a spiritual war! All any truly "awake" person needs to do, is

look at ANY music video from about the last decade...100% Luciferian! If I have to explain...
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see the "spiritual" problem being the incredible invisible adolescent EGO, the construct based on separateness, fear, sel\shness,

greed and death consciousness...You can't simply walk away from it, but you can command it and rise into the "heavenly" realms

of higher consciousness...where connectedness, fearlessness, compassion and unconditional love reside. The transcendent

enlightenment of by the prophets, unfortunately turned into another fear-based business. The way out of this trap is mindfullness

and the monitoring of one's thoughts, words and attitudes...so skillfully defended against by propagandists and clever psy-ops

lest the masses awake to their utter captivity.  The New Year is a great time to be the creator of one's world between his ears,

reboot that corrupted computer and become hu-man be-ings again.
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dad2boys9600
Joined On 9/8/2010 6:11:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Californiawoman…I agree with you. Unfortunately, you/we will experience the same criticism and ridicule for our religious beliefs,

as with the atrocities taking place right now. It took me many years to come to grips with the concept that NOTHING cannot

create anything. There are only two options for our existence…1. nothing created everything or 2. Something created everything.

It took science until the mid 1900’s to \gure out there was a beginning…Very similar the  “top scientist “ of today denying the

truth.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it is a is a "spiritual problem," then the solution could be to simply slow things down.
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Understanding the Psychology Behind the COVID Pandemic
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

A psychological condition of society known as “mass formation psychosis” is a condition for totalitarianism. Under mass formation

psychosis, a population enters a hypnotic-type trance that makes them willing to sacri\ce anything, including their lives and their freedom.

That’s what’s happening right now

)

There are four key conditions that must be in place for mass formation psychosis to occur: Lack of societal bonding, experiencing life as

meaningless and senseless, widespread free-`oating anxiety/free-`oating discontent, and free-`oating frustration/aggression

)

Once these four conditions are widespread, mass formation can occur, which allows for totalitarianism to rise and thrive)

A key strategy to break mass formation and prevent totalitarianism is to speak out against it. We also need to give those hypnotized a

greater fear to replace the fear of the virus with, namely the fear of totalitarianism and the loss of their and their children’s lives, livelihoods

and freedoms that go along with it

)

Dissenters need to join together, thereby giving fence-sitters who are not yet fully hypnotized an alternative to going along with the

totalitarians

)

1
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Mattias Desmet on Our Grave Situation
Watch later Share
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well; It didn't take as long as I thought it would; although, I'm still expecting a "January Surprise"! Below; is why I check out the

Bought and Paid For media, everyday! Anyone who can't see the obvious psyops, fear mongering, divide and conquer, etc. are

already too oblivious to recover! “We are going to be living with this virus for a long time so we want to give the best protection,

the strongest protection and the longest lasting protection,” said Henry. “So preserving that (six-month) interval between dose

two and a booster dose gives us stronger, better protection for longer and it will get us through not just this variant but for the

next variant.”

I've said from the beginning, that this tyranny will never end. This is just the beginning! “This virus will \nd you. You are more at

risk of serious illness and hospitalization,” she said. “Now is the time to get vaccinated.” Exactly how, will this "deadly" virus \nd

me? I haven't been able to \nd it - in two years! theprovince.com/news/local-news/covid-19-new-restrictions-due-to-omicr..
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JanBrownIndiana
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree!  It remains to be seen if God decides "It's time" to end this whole thing, or if He extends even more grace than

we've ever deserved as a nation.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

californiawoman - I mostly agree, although, given that God is omnipresent, I would say the spirit that resides within each of us -

that part of us that enters upon our \rst breath and exits upon our last breath - is God.  Because they can only make pro\t in the

material realm, the elites running the magic show wallow in materialism and use their hypnotism to keep us focused on that

realm alone - they try to make us forget that much of who we are is spirit.  Like a tree in the forest being attacked by beetles

which has a spirit intelligent enough to tell its immune system to crank up a chemical response, while also sending out chemical

signals telling its neighbors to  do the same, our spirit is our \rst line of defense against intrusion - its our canary in the coal

mine, our ultra sensitive smoke detector.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/on-god-freedom-fallen-angels-spiritualit..  Listen to

how Dr. Tom Cowan explains this - https://rumble.com/c/c-1219704
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

De\nitely a signi\cant reality. The founding Fathers of America knew this and why it's GOD only who gives us unalienable rights

to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Without this all humans would be under the thumb of entities like the CCP or a Putin

run country. There is a reason most of the world try's to get into the USA in often times desperate way's. This fact alone proves

my point. No one is trying to get into China (not that they would allow it) or into Russia etc. "There endeth the lesson"
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll make this brief. A quote from the Bible:  "Only the fool says in his heart there is no God." But I might add another: "When a

person argues with a fool, there are two fools arguing."
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Amen!!
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you 101%! ! !  Got is the only reason I am still here, and I Thank HIM, every day. NOW! I could say something like, oh

well, I am 76 years old and how much longer do I have to live, anyway? ? ? And then sit back and do nothing, BUT! I am passing

this on to EVERY single person in my email list. They need to hear this and Believe. . . . in GOD!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is de\nitely a battle between good and evil--and a race against time. Scienti\c studies have validated the power of

prayer--esp. when "one or more are gathered in my name".  In addition to your preps, remember to pray.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthurrieloutlook - You are living in as much a dreamworld as the religious believers you disdain.  There is a small percentage of

people who don't need religious or other authoritarian guidance to get through life without extreme distress and anxiety.  You and

I fall into that group.  Most everybody else needs something big and outside themselves to believe in.  Religion can be a terrible

in`uence or benevolent.  See what's happened without it?  Christianity for a few hundred years has been mostly pretty great.
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM
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AMEN! I have been saying that for a long time. Actually, what is happening now is ful\lling end-time prophecy exponentially. One

prophecy scholar says we are in the 'sudden death' phase before the return of Christ for his saints. This is all very diabolical, only

the Lord God and those with faith in him can reverse this evil in the world today. Go to jdfarag .org for more info on this.
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Comes down to the folly of "playing God".  People have come to believe the "experts" such as Fauci and Gates  know more than

and be able to outsmart God, the Great Spirit, the Tao, or whatever you wish to call it.  There have been parables and cautionary

tales about this for ages, from Prometheus to Dr. Frankenstein, but so many people, even multitudes who consider themselves to

be people of faith, still haven't gotten the message.
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Californiawoman, I agree Once one recognizes the 'sensationalism' foisted upon the world as it is written then this entire 'Covid

business trip' comes into clear focus. To all those ((including the most ignorant of the naysayers)) who sincerely desire to

understand the mechanisms of evil or more appropriately known as the enemy at large I highly recommend watching the

following video. rumble.com/vhgzmp-insider-exposes-freemasonry-as-worlds-oldest-religio..
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Eternal God came \rst & will be here when this heavens and earth where corruption reigns are but a memory.  Those following

the spirit of pride & father of lies, the usurper, can't handle that anymore than he can:  & will seek to crucify & cancel anyone and

any truth testifying or evidencing otherwise.  The rub is that they couldn't keep him in the tomb, and ultimately, they won't be able

to keep the bodies of those whose souls & spirits are already in & with him in the grave either.  What a day, glorious day, that will

be.  He only waits so that more of them might come to their senses before he pulls the plug & wraps things up.
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I agree with you  Californiawoman...100%.......since this whole thing began its become Chrystal clear to me good vs. evil...... age

old \ght!     Is strengthened my faith....... I am constantly thinking and talking to God,  being a Christian its been a blessing in that

it has brought me back to God as being central in my life  and it has made this whole mess not as terrifying because God is in

control and I ask for guidance and discernment constantly!     I know Good will prevail just hope that we can all endure this

because I know its going to get a lot worse before it gets better!
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Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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arthurrieloutlook.com       A nod of recognition for your willingness to express a minority view although IMO someone or

something has made a meal out of your pineal. Between the aluminum, vaccines you may have received over the years,

ubiquitous glyphosate and `uoride in the drinking water, and a general detachment from the wonder still in this world made more

barren I presume because of the absence in your life of those inducers of mystical experiences called grandkids . . . . . well, you

have been robbed. How much of the world can you explain without going "metaphysical"?  I prefer Occam's Razor to woo woo but

there are times when the sciences come up short. Here's a man worthy of consideration:    

swisscows.com/video/watch?query=ted%20talk%20rupert%20sheldrake&id..
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Getting Along With Others.https://www.jw.org/en/
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM
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You Can Not Comply Your Way Out Of Tyranny. Mike Adams
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM
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This mass psychosis regarding the vaccine is not unlike what has occurred with sunscreens since the 1970s. Stay with me here...the

unquestioning, lock-step use of sunscreen was adopted by ‘caring and responsible’ parents to protect their young from a disease that

had a very low likelihood of happening: melanoma. ‘Bad’ parents let their kids play outside without being slathered in sunscreen, oh the

horror! This mass psychosis of sun villi\cation resulted in (designed) population wide vitD starvation causing our current epidemics of

autoimmune disease, obesity, diabetes, autism, cardiovascular disease and cancer. Which has enriched Big Pharma as they re-engineer

vitD into patented treatments, laden with side effects, that essentially replace what chronic vitD starvation removed.

The above encapsulates Big Pharma’s playbook. Create a market where there currently isn’t one and sell the treatment to your victims.

This is Tessa Luna’s hypothesis regarding what we’re seeing with the vaccines and I think it is the most likely possibility to

understanding the ‘why’ of this mess. As a reminder, the vaccines purposely destroy the immune system such that regular boosters are

required to maintain some degree of immune system function. This is the ‘subscription’ model of immunity. A boon to Big Pharma, not

so good for you.
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Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correct, and this is just one of many example of mass psychosis.  When I was taking herbs and natural remedies for an acute

illness, my colleague, a young american woman, was terri\ed-How can you take something that has not been approved by FDA

and no scienti\c evidence it is safe and works. Meantime she was on an array of drugs prescribed by her mental health doctor.

At 24 she was hooked on her medications, hypnotized to believe #1 she needs it #2 it is safe and effective #3 it is helping with

her ADD or whatever her diagnosis was.
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Yes!!  and as  sheep to the slaughter, most are blindly following the Judas goat.
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StarPower, ditto with the "fat phobia". Through propaganda campaigns, paid for by corporations like Crisco, Kellogg's, and

Diamond Sugar, we created a "fat phobia". Some people have such a fear of fat that they literally have a panic attack if they face

having to eat it. When I was growing up, we had really bad tasting skim milk, low-fat ice cream (remember ice milk from the

70's?), soymilk, corn oil, margarine, Crisco, and everything else labeled "low/no fat to eat or make our meals with. It was

widespread. I could go to anyone's house and see the same awful products.

This brainwashing was aided by MSM, the medical system, and the public schools telling everyone they would die from a heart

attack if they ate foods high in fat. Yet, when everyone went the low-fat rout, their cardiovascular health GOT WORSE!! Did this

wake anyone up? NOPE! Instead, they doubled down. Doctors still promote low fat diets as a means to prevent heart disease

today. When someone does follow their rules of eating, they inevitably gain weight and have elevated cholesterol and/or blood

pressure. Then you get put on statins and other meds. No one questions this INSANITY!

I questioned my 5th grade Health Science class teacher about this. My teacher actually got upset with me when I questioned the

advice she gave for type-2 diabetics. She insisted diabetics should eat a low-fat/carbohydrate-based diet. We had just learned

about fats, proteins, & sugars. Now we were learning about carbohydrates/starches. She said that a vegetable-based diet, void of

fat, with as little meat as possible was the best one for a diabetic. She went on to explain that carbs get broken down into sugars.

So I questioned her why eating carbs is better for a diabetic than fat or protein if carbs turn into sugar. She told me I'm too young

to understand. I kept pushing for an answer. Instead of answering the question she paddled me for disobedience.
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I have never used sunscreen. My skin is very weathered but there is no cancer. I think the real cause of skin cancer is

preservatives in processed foods, especially preserved meats like bacon, ham, corned beef etc. These preservatives are

designed to kill living organisms. Once consumed they are not all excreted via the usual digestive process, some of this stuff is

excreted through the skin. So a person who eats a lot of preserved foods will have quite a bit of preservative in the layers of their

skin. Perspiration carries the preservatives out onto the surface. The water in the perspiration evaporates, leaving the dry

chemicals just sitting there on the skin. The sun then oxidizes the chemical mixture on the skin creating a condition where

cancer can become established. What I write may not be scienti\cally veri\ed but in my mind it is logical that poisons will

continue to poison.
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Willingly destroying their own family members? Oh come on, that is going way too far. It is not as crazy as all that. Yes the vaccine may

kill or medically maim some people and/or their kids, but they will not have done that on purpose. It would have been from lack of

research and foresight, but not the desire to kill and hurt their own. I don't see that happening. I do see a certain amount of disdain for

unvaccinated people and not understanding what their reasons are for refusing it. But I don't see outright attacks. I do see fear that has

been coached, resulting in a certain amount of distance and disdain,  yes.

I also see people who are waking up. "It's so ridiculous, mask on, mask off...again! Oh the omicron virus, I think they are going to run out

of Greek letters and they are going to have to come up with names like Zeta two etc" said a retailer in the store. "I knew all along that it

was a fraud, it's all about dying from the coronavirus right now" said someone else who worked at a store. People are not as stupid as

everybody thinks, and any psychologist who thinks that people will willingly murder their own kind is himself a bit distorted in his world

view. My two honest cents. Sorry if this offends. It makes me mad, because this article will only needlessly intimidate and that is not a

good thing to do.

As for the perpetrators who force people at (virtual) gunpoint to take the vax whether it does them harm or even kills them, a dear friend

who is very insightful, said that only those people who do not recognize spirit are capable of being violent with others. They don't see

spirit in life, and have no concept of it. They are living a void. Evil is "live" spelled backward, said a minister friend. The real life is the life

of the spirit. In the spirit of recognition of others as spiritual beings in a physical body, we have laws, we are unable to do certain things.

We have to pray for the soul-dead to wake up. That's the real problem, and the real solution.
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"Willingly destroying their own family members?" Conditioned to do it. End result is the same.
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Mirandola, he said "voluntarily" killing their own families, not "knowingly" doing so. The people are obeying willingly because they

know not what they do.
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Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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People kill them selves and their own family daily by way of Death by a thousand cuts: addiction, neglect, abuse, malnutrition,

absenteeism, abortion, poor medical care, etc all leading towards literal death and divorce.
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stoneharbor
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Mirandola, good clear thinking as usual. Thank you for daring to step outside the box and take a fresh look and give your opinion.

That's what discussions are supposed to be about if we are seeking truth and trying to give solace to the disturbed souls around

us. Keep up the great advice.
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Truly Mirandola - we are spirit in a physical body this earth is where we learn. They know not what they do and the karma they are

building for themselves. I am grateful for you insights.
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nomajohns
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:33:31 AM
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mirandola, I agree with your comment about "willingly destroying their own family members". That is so absurd! How could that

happen? I have always trusted Dr. Mercola, but this notion is crazy. Later: OK, so now I have read some of the other comments

here and they explain how that could happen......willingly but not KNOWINGLY. That makes sense to me.
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ham4373
Joined On 8/30/2013 2:30:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you not aware that the army in Northern Territories, Australia, is already carting covid cases off to camps?  Not only positive

cases, but all those whom they have been in contact with, regardless of test status.  No-one is standing up to these draconian

measures, everyone has fallen under the spell of doing whatever will serve 'the greater good.'  Canada also has such camps, at

present only used for refugees but I wonder for how much longer. In UK we are being fed the mantra that the young must

sacri\ce themselves (i.e. risk taking the vaccine) in order to protect their grandparents.  

How utterly outrageous that young people should ever feel compelled to sacri\ce themselves for older generations.  There are

plenty of families now torn apart over this issue, and so many who refuse to see relatives if they are unvaccinated.  The media

call daily for the unvaccinated to be punished.  It is but a small step to implement a \nal solution on this sector of society, and

the rest of them will nod their head, acknowledging that it was sad, but needed to be done.  This is not far fetched at all.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Nazi-Germany children reported their own parents to the GESTAPO for listening to the BBC radio. The parents were arrested,

never to be seen again and the kids knew that would happen. British Broadcasting was against Hitler , same as people now being

against the vaccine.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola; actually, it IS as crazy as all that! Never underestimate the power of evil!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bless them Father for they know not what they do...something somebody said.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In other words; we need a Holy Spirit led revival.
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JuQuDC
Joined On 7/10/2020 5:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, I wish I had your glasses through which to see our current situation. Willingly kill? Well, we don’t know what effect our

deeds and words have on others. Do we? I am unjabbed and live in an axuent, D voting area. Is socialization important? I believe

so. Yet, several of my good  “ friends” have cut me off completely. One I have known for 67 years and am even her power of

attorney. Just disinvited from several Christmas events because of Omicron and my “status”. My spouse and another friend have

been steadfast throughout and I am doing \ne. I do read, however, about upticks in substance abuse, suicide, etc. And, we don’t

know to what degree our deeds and words contribute to the despair of another.

We must be careful and caring. I want to see things as you say you do but am regularly challenged to do so. As for willingly

killing, when we don’t take care of what we say and do to others we are contributing to all kinds of grief. The president recently

said that I am likely to die this winter. I \nd that statement ridiculous but in another set of circumstances it could signi\cantly

contribute to despair. I was getting a hair cut this week. The woman in the next chair( morbidly obese) said very loudly, “ I

probably shouldn’t say this but I hope the unvaccinated get what they deserve…death”. Folks changing? Not so much where I am.
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MDS_203
Joined On 1/18/2007 6:36:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Half my family members no longer speak to me, or acknowledge my existence, for having different opinions.  I'm "dead" to them.
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0311Boston
Joined On 5/23/2014 9:20:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, While I would agree with the latter part of your argument, the hope that the better angels of our nature prevail;  but you

evidently have not seen the level of fear/panic/aggression that is out there. Last summer I was out canvassing for a political

candidate here in conservative NH and saw this phenomena in a tiny minority --- it was not widespread, but what Desmet

presents is a quite plausible direction our society might take. You mention spirits;  really, talking to some of these people was felt

like confronting the spirit of Satan --- totally irrational/wild-eyed anger/panic --- it was like entering an insane asylum, not the

sedate suburb where I actually was.

On the command and control level we have people here getting arrested for not wearing a mask in school board meetings,

people arrested for nothing, seated quietly at a public hearing, people losing their jobs and careers over "vaccine" mandates:  so

the totalitarian tendencies are de\nitely there too.  One family is threatened with losing their kids to DYS because they gave them

Ivermectin.  So open your eyes; be aware and involved in what is going on in your community; let's not pretend we live in normal

times here.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has happened and will continue to happen until people stop allowing themselves to be 'programmed' (literally...turn off the

news and the 'entertainment' channels!). And yes, read the Bible...(Cain and Abel, old story) or the Bhagavad Gita (!, an even older

story) or the Sumerian texts (! Even older story). Humanity's main job, so to speak, is to become fully conscious and act in

alignment with 'All That Is' (known by many names).
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you see cheap, effective and safe medicines that CURE Covid prohibited, restricted, doctors that use them punished, etc.? If

you see that, do you think it was NOT done on purpose... to herd the masses into the deadly "vaccines"? Or do you think the PCR

test and its fake results was not done for the same purpose? Do you need to die before you get a glimpse of the truth?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are indeed many who are indeed "so crazy," especially on the ideological left, but a majority are evidently hypnotized, above

all.  Even among those who are all "rah rah" abut getting boosters, I've yet to catch any serious `ak for my decision not to get the

jabs when I explain I have acquired immunity proven by blood testing.  The people they go against are those who challenge the

whole ball of wax, especially in an arrogant fashion.  But putting out information that counters a little bit of the narrative coming

from a sympathetic angle can be very powerful.  It is easiest to convert believers in falsehoods by coming across as one who is

BEING converted.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, most do not willingly kill their own families, but you see in media every day of parents starving, beating, killing their

children.  they are truly evil.  My ex friend is not evil, but will not even speak to me unless I get the vaccine, says i am terrorist

because i will not get it.  I am 81, not even `u, pneumonia vaccine since 2000, never even had a cold since then.  In the end times,

we shall see who was right or wrong.  I prefer to believe rather than not and be judged on that day.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see accusing pride & insanity on both sides, ironically!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear everybody wow! I never expected this many responses or for that matter, even any. and it is interesting to see how wide

ranging the responses are from different sides of our same aisle. ~Please know, responding to one question, you bet I knew right

away that the vax mandates were a fraud and so was this whole business of denying people medical care (no ivermectin, no HCQ

and no vit C, D, etc )

I \nd this very, very evil. Yet, I do NOT believe that ALL or even MOST people are capable of such things. I think it is the rare breed

that is that evil. Again, evil is "live" spelled backward. It is the absence of light. The solution is light, love. For those who do not

feel such things, or see such things, we have to pray. Only God can save them, not a shrink or any human action. It is only God's

own light \ltering in, that can wake up their souls. And we do have to pray for that.

~Just wow about children turning their own parents in during N Germany. Forgive them father, for they knew not what they did.

~As for now, it makes a lot of sense to say that people are willingly but not knowingly harming or killing their kids with the vaxs

that are genetic modi\cation of the immune system (Very dangerous as a precedent!) I think that was exactly what i was trying

to say, but it may not have been clear. I love the distinction of willingly but not knowingly, thank you all for that. And thank you all

for weighing in.

~I continue to have faith in human nature. People may err, but the intention is usually of the light. People may do wrong, but it is

usually weakness, not evil intention, that leads people down the wrong paths. HOwever, those who truly are devoid of light, those

who are criminals without remorse or regret, are the rare breeds and they are the ones who need God's help. They also need to be

locked safely away. They do not  belong walking the streets, let alone in positions of "health" authority or of dictating and funding

global policy. Thank you all
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PS: ~I also think part of the difference of experiences has to do with living in different areas of the country. ~I also think that

given all the negative news, we are living in a cognitive distortion. We are seeing only or mostly dark, instead of being focused on

wherever there *also* is light. This does not negate the dark, yet please let us also not negate the light. Look at the lawsuits,

follow them. Follow the positive news. It motivates and inspires proactivity. Look at what South Carolina just voted for, here is a

breakthrough...among others! taylorschouse.com/.../sc-house-bans-vax-mandates  

~We must always remember that while all struggle with light and dark, as is human nature, our core essence is light. Let us not

forget that. ~Further, I think that the media is coaching one more cognitive distortion, on purpose, that all are pitted against us.

Consider the walkouts, how many people just very quietly see through the ruse. ~As for Anybody calling Anybody a "terrorist" for

not taking the vax, they are

a) ignorant b) it is those who have not done their research who are inclined to \ngerpoint others, isn't that crazy? c) they are

projecting their own shadow. It is a terrorist act to tell somebody "Submit or else!" They need to look in the mirror. I would be

frankly inclined to let them know it, right on the spot.  They need to take responsibility and be told, square and simple, where they

are wrong. Don't accept such nonsense. And they need to be informed (and inform themselves) that the vaxs are openly stated to

not reduce the spread of the disease! So what the hell is up in this current debacle? It's absolutely crazy.

~Balhawk, I loved your statement about coming from a position of BEING converted and sympathetic to the other side ,as the

most effective way to go. That absolutely makes sense to me. And I think we have to be very compassionate with people for

being very, very afraid right now. God bless all.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spirituality, yes!
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't all this just part of the propaganda? How many 'millions believe'? Who has 'mass formation psychosis' because vitamin B12

de\ciency is epidemic and has the same symptoms. How many of the population of Africa and India believe in any of this? They've

been 'lab rats' for centuries, so have indigenous peoples all around the World. Just because your captured 'leader', goes on MSM and

tells you 'we're all going to die', do you believe that, really?

At the outset yes, some did, with so many chronically sick in the West already taking drugs, with compromised immune systems, it was

easy to persuade them, that only the state could save them. Many people were rudderless, covid gave their life a meaning with its

quasi-religious mantras, texts and ceremonies, even its priests - the so-called scientists.  Rede\ne the word pandemic and incentivise

the writing of Covid on death certi\cates. Add to that (something that is already going to court on the 21st December) the

unprecedentedly high use of DNR orders and two 'end-of-life' drugs Midazolam and morphine in care homes. Then within hours of it

being put up on mainstream media that the \rst 1.5 million jabs had been offered, that morphed into 1.5 million jabs given - that was

quick!

Against all this smoke and mirrors look at the comments underneath the videos that promote this propaganda, look at the percentage

that are pro and before YT took down dislikes, the percentage to likes was staggering. Most MSM Newspapers on-line no longer have

comments, the ones that do, are not winning the propaganda war. How many people in how many countries are out on the streets every

weekend? Why can the MSM no longer count - they talk of thousands when we see hundreds of thousands. If so many 'believe' why do

they need this constant, relentless propaganda? Are we as humans really as stupid as they believe we are? You are unique, an

individual, with all the tax billions funneled to 'behavioural insights' research, no one explained that.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!!!  both times I fell and broke an arm , thewn wrist, all I heard from the ambulance, er and hospital staff was "Do you want

morphine?"  Never took it, just a few Tylenol.  When i got home, I cut my prickly lettuce, made my own pain meds.  This is why I

prefer to live alone, not go into assisted living, nursing home.  they will insist I only take FDA approved "DRUGS" and vaccines.

 My cats alert me of low sugar or other health issues.  they do not know what is wrong but something is.  once alerted, I know

what to do.  if sugar is low, take raw, un\ltered honey.  If necessary, take meds to bring sugar down.  Best to eat organic, keto and

avoid those problems.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Dordee! Let thy food be thy medicine! All the very best from Normandie, Sue xx
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Kokanee101
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:36:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This consuming video of the worlds oldest religion plays forth all of your questions, highly recommended for all those who are

still cognitive of the world around us. rumble.com/vhgzmp-insider-exposes-freemasonry-as-worlds-oldest-religio..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, most people who watch MSM (NBC, CBS, ABC, FOX, CNN, etc) believe ALL of the propaganda this President

spews on a daily basis. Do you remember the Clinton/Trump campaigns and all the positive press Clinton was getting? People

like myself were commenting all day, every day, about what a criminal Hillary Clinton was. The professional shills would

immediately chime in and try to discredit everyone calling out the article for all the lies and propaganda they were telling to

promote Hillary. This went on for months!

Back then there was a lot less censorship and you could spell out a link if you knew what you were doing without actually having

a link (they didn't allow links). It was meant to be a tool to promote the propaganda they were spewing. The shills were always on

standby to pounce on anyone who spoke out against the narrative. It was the equivalent of today's "fact checkers". They thought

they could use that tool to dupe everyone into thinking Hillary was a saint. Well, it back\red! Immediately following Trump's win in

Nov 2016, ALL MSM took down their comments section. When did they come back? After Trump lost. It is so heavily censored

now you can't say anything or it gets blocked.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim in the UK they've two British army Regiments - the 77th Brigade and the 13th Signals -  deployed on the internet to

counter everything that is against the government narrative - they are easy to spot. I can't imagine how mind-numbingly futile

that job must be, second only to cold-calling I imagine but possibly similar to white-washing stones around the barracks.
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OrganicHawaii.org
Joined On 3/26/2020 6:24:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

General ignorance, malice, and psychosis are to be expected in the age of Kali Yuga (Hinduism), aka Iron Age (Ancient Greece), aka End

Times (Christianity). This is normal considering the predictable downfall (de-evolution) of civilization according to the cyclical nature of

The Ages. Nevertheless, we much continue our Ascension and help those we can.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Climbing that ladder, eh?  Spiral, too, & rung by rung, one eye wide open.  There's a difference between between being one eyed &

having singular sight.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is rather interesting that the former Soviet-ruled states which understand totalitarianism from their experiences, has a much greater

portion  of vaccine skeptics.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So accustomed to our freedom, Americans are rather blissfully unsuspecting. As a friend from the former Iron Curtain said,
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"Everybody And Their Mother knew that the media was just a propaganda machine. People just tuned it out". America is opposite

to that. I hope the awakening is not too rude and I hope that we get our freedom back. I believe our hope is in the lawsuits.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2021 1:54:10 AM
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I greatly hope so - otherwise schwab’s intention to eliminate my country’s people to replace them with obeying Asians....as he

believes Hungarians are too individualistic....would be successful.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2021 2:12:44 AM
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like Mirandola said.  They have learned from experience.  It is the places in  which people most believe "It couldn't happen

here" that are most vulnerable to it happening.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2021 1:45:13 PM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As France killed their witnesses & middle class in the St. Bartholomew's massacre, & suffered the horri\c bloody & lawless

revolution....and the militaristic tyrannical Napoleonic Empire following, all brought about &  directed covertly by a particular

occult & covert global corporate power seeking to take all power into its own hands; so, too, the same thing happened in Russia

behind the Iron Curtain, & in China behind the Bamboo Curtain.  Once they propped up & took down kings as their mighty men &

fronting tools.

That same entity, once abolished, was received by Frederick the Great of Prussia, Catherine the Great of Russia, and the Chinese

Empire.  It not only outlived the abolishers, but absorbed & replaced them....and is directing them all today. Connect the dots. It's

now seeking to wrap up taking back the remaining free democratic republics, as it once did kingdoms, the separated brethren as

they call them, back under its control & into its slaughtering, merchandising fold.  They will suffer no hindrance to their ambition.

They will condition & corrupt, de\le whosoever they can; and seek to kill any remaining they have to in order to silence or put

out/eliminate those they deem 'lesser'.....or threats to their idolized power.  Just like they did in Russia.  And, in China.

Solzhenitsyn knew what he was seeing on his last visit to America, & left in despair holding Augustinian humanist views

co-mingled with his 'Christianity' & hindering his vision, robbing him of the blessed hope & freedom indeed.

And those Chinese `eeing absolute & tyrannical global corporatism, control & surveillance recognize the same spirit & power

working here & globally, too, whether they fully understand it, or only in partial terms as Solzhenitsyn.  America has either

presumed to join with the enemy, or forgotten the source of her blessings in Bill of Rights tolerance of Jew & Christian, truth.

 Malone admires that other corporate empire entity, & has joined himself to it.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM
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They have a great sense of humour too. There have been some great videos of their direct action push-backs. Getting a message

through with comedy, satire or song is the best way of encouraging people to think critically because they don't realise they are

doing it. There's no fun in all this dire governmental  propaganda except to laugh at it, it's so infantile too, whoever paid for this

pseudo-academic drivel (hint hint the taxpayers) should ask for a refund.
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permars1
Joined On 6/5/2015 2:14:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

O Dear, when the "supreme court" ruled against 2 of the ten commandments; 1. Thou shalt Not Kill (Supreme court says it's ok to kill) 2.

 Thou shalt not bear false witness (killing the baby in the womb is not killing because the baby is not a human being) We cast a thick

veil of deception on America.   Answer? Preach the ten commandments, an altar call for forgiveness, repentance and live it with Jesus

And o by the way, use aborted baby cells in the development of the jab and call it healing? Or do we recognize that cv 19 is a baby girl

aborted lung cell?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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YES!!  Prayer is our greatest weapon along with truth.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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One of Doc's best articles yet explaining much of what is happening and what has been happening for quite some time. The conditions

of Mass Psychosis have been used & nurtured for more than what we are seeing just right now. Has anyone ever asked the question

just why so many Americans, if not other countries have engaged in excessive drunkenness? (Bear, in mind, total disclosure on a hot

summer day after hard physical labor, I like a beer, maybe even two.) This is about the cultural I'm tougher, cooler, better than you

because I had one more beer or shot and could still crawl longer than you.

Applies to the drug & opioids too. It points to the root cause of how over the last \fty sixty years we have mass violence events from

totally unconnected individuals lashing out at who knows what. The Power Structure ever increasing draconian measures

accomplishing worse than nothing other than to afford a thin veneer of this is what must be done. Leading to more of the same but with

worse results. Very few seem to see it. When those charged with Security go down the path of total control it creates a closed loop of

evermore fear with harsher measures creating more dis-eased pathologies feeding more fear. Security is like holding a bar of soap in

the tub.

Squeeze to hard & it `y's away. Not hard enough & it falls out of your hand. This situation is out and beyond even that. This is just

mindless top down blunt trauma You Will Obey, No Exceptions, Resistance is Futile. Sign up to see if you get to live. Corruption by

Corrupt would be & already to many Dictators are the problem. It matters not what "ism" they `y on their `ag, if their reality is a Divine

Right King Dictator as the end result. (Scarier yet, if not already here, mindless math codes `oating around a bunch of silly cone chips

not even remotely connected to Creation, the Foundations of Life, Our Garden, Planet Earth.)
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Steve; in Canada, throughout this global psyops, liquor stores are considered to be an "Essential Business". Such insanity!

Nothing stops the Big Money!
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Alcohol, essential, opioids essential med's, health destroying fast foods essential, jab/s essential, healthcare workers on the

front lines for nearly two years essential until they became unjabbed zeroes who are sent to cheese line, strike that, one step

away from internment camps. Sanity? Essential? Not so much. The second vid is outstanding and is far better than all my clumsy

attempts over the years to point to such things. WoW! Great \nd Doc & Staff!!!!

Parallel structures. Do positive things and positive things happen. Follow the cycles of Creation and what the Pillars of Life speak

to Us as how to co-create with Creation. Creation leads. Know in doing so on a Living Planet, there will always be `oods,

droughts, earthquakes, volcanoes & the ever-present Corona virus. Just as we are discovering the cycles of Keto, to fast, to carb

up with healthy proper foods grown in healthy living soils to go back to Keto, our Garden, Planet Earth is in constant `ux too.

Learn to appreciate and learn from this and maybe as a species we may actually deserve to move out into our solar system &

then from there out and into the larger universe.
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Anyone who cared to investigate would see that many of those who have died  already had compromised immune systems due

to alcohol, drugs, prepared foods, herbicides/pesticides, obesiity, etc.  those of us who maintain our strong immune systems

might get mild cases, but we survive it with out the Jab.  One friend, 95, considered at risk did.
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In the matter of vaccines - hot news, right off the press: CDC just warned that 15,000 American will die each week by Christmas... but

from the vax In a stunning development that con\rms the mass vaccine die-off is accelerating, the CDC now openly admits that 15,600

Americans will die each week by Christmas, with deaths continuing through the \rst part of 2022. Natural News has learned that the

CDC's early warning alert system which is tied into US hospitals is throwing out a large number of red `ags indicating the leading edge

of a mass die-off wave among the vaccinated. In a panic, the CDC put its propaganda machine to try to tell people the deaths were

caused by covid, instead of the vaccine. By the spring of 2022, we are looking at a total of at least 600,000 Americans killed by covid

vaccines, and probably closer to one million. See the full, shocking podcast here. P.S. Watch my recent interview with GiveSendGo

founder Heather Wilson here. It's an eye-opener: www.brighteon.com/05c343f9-11a1-477f-af17-5d9b0c91eb8b
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course it's all covid...no `u or colds for the past 2 years!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But weren't those jabs supposed to PROTECT them?   Alas, many will just go down as the compound burns.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did not get very far in the "educational" system, through no fault of my own; although, I do have a high I.Q. and once I left that system,

in my early adulthood, I read many books on science and technology, psychology; and many other areas - including health and \tness. I

understand the human condition very well and have no problem whatsoever, understanding this article. It is spot on! This is exactly

what's occurring! I have a dental appointment next week and of course, I will be FORCED to wear the muzzle; as well as have a

temperature GUN pointed at my head - by a receptionist! Talk about atrocities! The mass psychosis could not be more obvious to me!

Many thanks to the one who posted the following link, yesterday. I believe that it more than relevant to this article. This is one of the

most important documents that I've ever seen (and I've seen many); especially if you live in the U.S.. Then again; never forget that this

psyops is global! I would love to see Dr. Mercola \t this into an article - soon! Since this PDF comes directly from the DHS - nobody will

be able to accuse him of mis/disinformation or label him a "Conspiracy Theorist"! This should be of great concern to those of you who

are awake enough to understand it. biodefensecommission.org/reports/the-apollo-program-for-biodefense-win..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I look back on all the crap I learned in high school, it's a wonder I can think at all. And although my lack of education hasn't

hurt me none, I can read the writing on the wall. You seem more than smart enough to me mister.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you much, Steve. When it comes to music; I am verrrry smart. That was a great song (Kodachrome)! So great, in fact...here

it is, for all to enjoy! www.youtube.com/watch
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BTW: I really need to get this one out. Every single olce today, has at least one screen, tuned in to the "news" channel, spewing

lies and propaganda all day long. This certainly includes dental olces, medical clinics, etc.. How can those "Professional"

people NOT be totally brainwashed!!! This totally eludes the hoards of Lemmings that have taken over this society! They are the

epitome of clueless Lemmings!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy I went to my dentist here in Texas a couple of weeks ago and no mask was required. I was so happy about that. I do

believe a lot of people think that all of this Covid crap is a bunch of nonsense. I was listening to Brighteon last night and it’s

predicted that 15,000 people will die every week. I wonder if these shots are somehow time release and I bet they will blame the

unvaxxed on it. I know several people that got the clot shot. People that I thought were too smart for it. A couple of them have

talked down to me and have treated me like I’m stupid.
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Tallulah3; unfortunately, it just keeps getting worse up here. What out for the "January Surprise"! They are already in`ating the

"numbers" and telling us that things will surely get worse over Christmas. As per your follow-up post...I think they've already done

that.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think they want to ruin Christmas for everyone. They are evil and satanic.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Randy, for re-posting.  Missed that link from yesterday. Reviewing it now.
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fritzrh
Joined On 7/10/2017 9:14:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said sir.  I noticed that it's called the Apollo Program for Biodefense and believe this is not coincidental.  Apollo was the

Greek sun god.  We live in a sun worshipping world....December 25 is the birthdate of mithras the sun god worshipped in the

middle east in pre Jeshua times.  It is a pagan winter solstice holiday which has been repurposed by the catholic church.  Do not

believe those who thought to change times.   One of the threads above rightly cited the importance of the Ten Commandments

and the supreme court's baked in violation of two of them.   One should also not ignore the baked in iniquity most christian

religions build their foundation upon.  They would say to you we are freed by Christ from the Commandments of God and we

should not observe the Sabbath nor keep it holy (seventh day).  Instead they would have it moved to Sunday (day of the sun god)

and the 1st day of the week (exact opposite from 7th).  

The apostle John saw the saved in the Revelation and they were the remnant that 'have the faith of Jeshua and keep the

Commandments of God".   The Ten Commandments were keep inside the Arc of the Covenant....not outside of it with the

ordinances.  The Arc is the holder of God's law and with the sacri\ce of Jeshua it was taken to Heaven (my guess is when Jeshua

died and the Veil in the Temple was rent).  John saw it in Heaven in the Revelation...so we will not \nd it on earth.  The Arc

contains God's Commandments and the Arc is heart-spirit-soul of those that have been called by and believe in their hearts God's

gift to man.  How does a Christian know he's been saved....'that he keeps the Commandments of God and they are not grievous to

him.   Do not believe those who have thought to change times.   Believers, we freed from the ordinances but the Commandments

are in your heart, look there, believe, keep all Ten....it's not grievous, it's baked in at the moment you believed.  Jeshua said 'If you

love me, keep my Commandments'.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Rreal; you're welcome. Fritzrh; good post. Yes, the Luciferians love their gods and symbolism's. It's evident in the names that they

come up with.

Rreal; "Did NO ONE get the memo? Illiteracy is rampant!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, Did NO ONE get the memo? These were linked to lab leaks: bird `u, swine `u, sars, mers and ebola; or willful distribution

taken from labs in the anthrax scare, except for the 1918 `u, which appears a botched trial of a crude vaxxn at the fort in Kansas.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

taylorschouse.com/.../sc-house-bans-vax-mandates   WE DID IT!!!!!!! Ohhhhhh YEAHHHH!  Maybe - just maybe - this will give more

people the courage to come forward as whistleblowers to what they are really seeing.   I am trying not to hold my breath - but with

Graham at the helm, I really thought we didn't stand a chance!   I just know that when the tide turns - evil people gonna FALL DOWN

rapidly.   I can't wait to see how this story plays out.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You won't know if the vax mandates have ended in SC until January 11th and the SC State Senators meet and take up the issue.

 But having the SC State House members passing the no vax mandates is the \rst step.  Also included in the SC state House bill

is private employers must honor religious and medical exemptions.
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Dang Otis!  This bill was sent to the Senate. We urge Senate leadership to act on it as soon as they return to the regular session

on January 11th.   (how did I miss that?) - I was too excited this morning - well pooh, so there we go.  Another 5 minutes of hope

followed by the other shoe coming down.  I am back to thinking about L. Graham.  :( UGH
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gingipw
Joined On 9/12/2021 9:46:02 AM
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Well, I watched the \rst video and as a born again "Christian", I an declare that is a masterpiece. I'm no a scientist, not a media culprit or

was \red by my boss because of the last standing tyranny. No, I woke up almost 11 years ago and since that awesome day my eyes are

wide open. This video is the plain explanation of the BEAST and IT'S MARK. The so called virus, is the EXCUSE. WAKE UP!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you! I woke up 12 years ago...a bit late; but I'm thinking - just in time! Anyone who is truly awake, will see this evil for

what it is. The masses are not being injected with "vaccines". They are being injected with Self-assembling nanobots that are

altering their DNA (the ones who don't die right away), to prepare them for the evil that's coming. They are now less than human

and through the genetic engineering of their biology, they are now the "property" of Big Pharma by way of the patented process

and Intellectual Property Rights! Fortunately; I've seen this day coming for a long time! I have some "friends" who I thought were

devout Christians, who have fallen for this deception...so sad.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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WE already have the mark of the beast in the form of vaccine passports, mandates.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass formation psychosis may very well be a real thing, and obviously if it's threatening your freedom it's a real threat to society.   A

building block of this psychosis, necessary but not sulcient to cause it,  is  Media Truth Distortion. Kleptocratic control of our media

has been around almost ever since there has been the written word, or even pictographs on Cave walls. It is just one person's, or one

group"s method of building a reality that they wish to convey to the rest of their society. It is hardly ever perfect truth, necessarily

containing some amount of misunderstanding. It becomes dangerous when it is used as a tool to keep people blind.

Once hopeful leaders discovered they could manage to control people if they narrowed down their thinking patterns, they have used

propaganda to control us. We all know this, but I just like to raise awareness of it at this time, so we remain leery of all writing and most

communication. A word spoken is not a truth spoken. It's merely a word spoken. Up to the individual to determine what they want to do

with it. I agree with Dr. Mercola that attempts to control us via the media are far more dangerous than the threat that was ever claimed

for covid & more dangerous still than the actual threat of covid. At this time in my life, I somewhat wish the whole discussion of

covid-19 were over and done, since it is so practically over. It would save us so much time for better things to focus on. I want to wish

you all a wonderful yule season and I hope you will be able to enjoy it without undue worry. Many of us here and on other forms have

had so much negativity pushed at us it's hard to realize how lucky we still are. We might worry about freedom, but at least in the United

States we still have this wonderful freedom to communicate and get things right.
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lel36357
Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so glad to see this conversation taking place.  For decades we have, at least in America, been trying to learn how to control our

own individual brains in order to be happier and more successful.  But history as taught in the history books reeks like an open bleeding

sore, with the same  unanswerable question  over and over and over, in country after country:  why these massive killings that no one

can stop and which are even treated in the world of art as being "glorious" take place?   If this dreadful plandemic does one good thing,

it may be to bring our collective attention to our capacity for collective blindness, collective cruelty, while people misperceive their rage

as a good thing.

Clearly our biochemistry is not based upon justice, and without empathy there is no justice, peace, safety, or capacity to tell the truth.  It

is beyond high time that we get serious about this.   Not only do we have world leaders demonstrating their psychopathy, but the

number of young people with autism, which usually involves a lack of empathy but often an addiction to electronic technology, are

growing in numbers daily. For at least the last twenty years, any medical experts who dared launch a well reasoned explanation for that

rise in autism and gave warnings about it, were systematically shunned and ridiculed.  Now, look where we are:  in the middle of

colliding tsunamis of crises, with the leadership "out to lunch" morally.  We've got to study this empathy situation and not just relegate it

to the young people.  It is clearly an issue affecting people of all ages, and because they generally crave more power, they rise to the

top, like foam on beer or a `oating fungus.
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Dordee
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YES!!
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Please investigate the difference between empathy and sympathy.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

..."but I see this as the biggest battle in modern times, I feel that everything is at stake here"... yes... we're in an undeclared war/culling

and assimilation into the hive mind ww. electroverse.net/the-center-for-countering-digital-hate-successfully-s..   NaturalNews Situation

Update, Dec 15, 2021 - Volcanoes, global cooling, food crop failures, in`ation and crypto bubbles

brighteon.com/c15dfb9d-87be-4dc4-be6c-c4d30ccb4fb0   12/10/21 Catherine Austin Fitts Explains: ‘We’ve Been Lured to Create Our

Own Prison’ If you don’t want to contribute to building this global prison, you have to actually take action and change how and who you

do business with, says Catherine Austin Fitts. (great eugenical summary/overview of the current global "ranching" situation going into a

geophysical/astrophysical dark winter) childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/catherine-austin-\tts-central-ban..  

Think Censorship Is Being Coordinated on a Global Scale? It Is. The International Grand Committee on Disinformation consists of “an

international array of legislators, policy advisers and other experts” who work together “to forge international alliances that bring

shared, effective strategies into the battle against online disinformation.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/censorship-omidyar-group-whistlebl..

 ~ www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=week  ~ https://rense.com/

 ~ www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  Nano-red Intra-Corporal - Neural Lace  They Want To Turn You

INTO A ROUTER (send/receive emf signals/energy) - Hugo Talks www.bitchute.com/.../2FUCKP4LdDrp
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../main.pdf   What is VR, AR, MR and VDR: The Different Realities Lots of realities exist in the world of

technocracy, i.e., VR, AR, MR and VDR. They respectively stand for Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality and Virtual

Death Reality. But what are they and how do they differ from one another? Virtual Death Reality is when the VR, AR and MR sims

have virtually lobotomized the main meat cpu and it is powered down unable to power up again, reboot or send/receive signals.

www.thenotes.net/2020/12/what-is-vr-ar-and-mr-different-realities.html  www.youtube.com/watch
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Robert; we are at a turning point here; and everything 'is' at stake! Something that the majority of the population fails to see.

Thank you so much for that PDF. The plot continues to thicken! I'm building quite a library on my computer!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robert, Thanks for this link, you actually linked to the embedded video:

www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-15-`urry-of-active-volcanoes-will-cause-g..  - had not been considering numerous volcanoes

active at nearly the same time spewing ash into the atmosph. - although I could also interpret this as nature attempting to

re-balance global overheating and replenish spent soils.
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Joined On 5/15/2011 9:48:02 AM
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Whenever I hear of an experience like the Dr. had as narrated in this video, I think of the saying that is credited to Mark Twain. "It's easier

to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled." I don't know how to \ght against the collective mentality of knee jerk

denial and suppression of anything that challenges the approved narrative despite being provided with overwhelming evidence to the

contrary or at the very least, evidence of reasonable doubt. The only way I have tried to \ght it so far is this: I show someone evidence

for a dissenting viewpoint, show that the person or people who are offering this viewpoint are rock solid in their integrity, education,

intelligence and experience, then ask people who are you going to believe? Someone like Fauci (who is clearly a pimp for the

pharmaceutical industry) and the minions who do his bidding while showing con`ict of interest at every turn, or the people who are

willing to put their lives and livelihoods on the line to tell the truth and TRULY help people so that they can sleep at night?  Who are you

going to believe?
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said. Good quote that is very relevant to Covid-2016 -- the 100th anniversary of In`uenza 1916 -- what a coincidence?!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some of our scienti\c studies and tools could be the cheapest and easiest. My thoughts are that the vaxine is harmful and places the

body under physiological stress.  When the body is under stress, certain substances become depleted more rapidly as processes try to

remain stable. I suggest that chem panels be compared from before and after vaxination.  Many nutraceutical companies also use

much more comprehensive tests.  This would be one way of documenting actual harm done to the body.  It may also offer temporary

support for those who suffer irreversible adverse effects of the jab. With so many adverse cardiovascular effects, there must surely be

some evidence of stress or depletion.  Also, compare immunological studies.  Chart the declines.   Compile statistics.

This becomes more sinister daily. It has been a scamdemic since the beginning.  The fed `ags should have gone up the \rst time a

person saw the vaxine card had spaces for 4 shots.  Back then, we were told the goal was to get everyone vaxinated with one shot. This

is just the beginning.  At some point, this vaxine program will need to be discarded.  However, a new and even worse scenario,

demanding our compliance, will be introduced.   Perhaps it will be the lockdown incurred when people are no longer able to own

vehicles and travel about freely?  Using climate change as an excuse.  People will be further impoverished by not being able to run their

old vehicles on roads and forced to buy new expensive vehicles they cannot afford.  

More food shortages as farmers must wait in line to rent trucks to take their food to market--maybe 27 electric Toyota loads instead of

one big farm truck.  Of course, some persons or groups will be given priority use.   The goal is to eliminate, not just private vehicles, but

private land ownership, too.  All assets owned by elites and corporations--not even govts. There are no human rights without the right to

self-defense and private property.  Think about it...
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thinking....
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've found the most effective way to counter the big lie is to come from a sympathetic angle and serve up the tastiest morsels of the

lowest-hanging fruit that speak to the individual being addressed, often by asking questions.  Always respect their intelligence, and

 play "good cop / bad cop".   For example: "I got over COVID easily doing this (describe my self-treatment based on the Brownstein

protocol), so why is it not publicized?" Or: "I have immunity con\rmed by t-cell blood testing, so WHY does the CDC want me to get the

shots which won't do me any good, and for which the drug companies who they evidently represent have no liability if I'm injured by the

shots?"  

Then if they mention the CDC recommendation, I explain that I found such recommendation was based on a  analysis of cherry-picked

data that was so poorly designed it would `unk a middle school project, not having consistent diagnosis criteria for vaccinated and

unvaccinated groups, and said diagnoses having been based on PCR test results that have a false positive rate far greater than

reinfection diagnosis rate, which could be based on false positives either for the initial or later infection, or even both.   And then that

the CDC is headed by individuals with pharma connections through and through, so who should we expect them to go to bat for? And

don't bother with the most devout Covidian cult members.  They will just have to go down with the compound.  If they attack me (which

virtually none have done), I calmly state my reasons and let THEM `y off the handle and demonstrate they are the crazy ones.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When this whole "pandemic" started I thought  gee, maybe in the process of developing a vaccine, they will discover a therapeutic or

maybe even a cure for lyme....Umm...never mind ..
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone here is talking about how/why so MANY people the world over have been duped by the covid lie. Do you honestly think this is

the \rst global lie?  Think again, and you can begin with the TRUTH about WW2.  Hint, as with so many of the evil elite media

messages... it it the inversion of what we have been "hypnotized" to believe.  WHY? SAME REASON as with the covid lie ... to enslave

you.  If people had known the truth about WW2, we would not be in the situation we are today.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Lillytilly, anyone who tells the truth about WWII is blackballed.   Take David Irving for example, who paints a different picture

of the key players in the war than we are accustomed to seeing. In Churchill's War, he reveals Winston Churchill not as a hero, but

as a “power-hungry leader who prolonged the war to advance his own career”. www.goodreads.com/.../403711.Churchill_s_War  

A reviewer of Hitler's War commented that “Hitler was not so much a uniquely evil man, but one who \t in quite well amongst the

tyrants, eugenicists, and mass-murderers of his time.”   www.goodreads.com/.../214122.Hitler_s_War   We must all admit that we

haven't a clue what happened during WWII, but if we could \nd out there may be something that would help us out of the mess

we are in today.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Rise like Lions after slumber, In unvanquishable number! Shake to Earth your chains like dew, Which in sleep has settled on you: Ye are

many - They are few!" Percy Bysshe Shelley
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nice quote!
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think back...to the decades of television and media programming. This direction became obvious decades ago when kids started

getting diagnosed as "ADD"...and, needed drugs to treat it. Once that diagnosis became accepted, it was easy to convince people that

there was/is a "mental health" problem and then we had prozac and adderall, etc.  The media is `ooded with "mental health" stories

(with attendant celebrity spokespersons). Studies are coming out stating that COVID is contributing to depression, mental health

issues, etc. Mission Accomplished.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gaylezpc, you are so correct! "Programming" has been going on for generations; some are even raised by the television

programming and never realize it. I woke up to the idiocy of mainstream programming by 1969 and have not owned a 'tv' or

listened to mainstream radio since. Add to the programming, people have been inoculated with toxic substances since birth for

\fty+ years, convinced that they have no natural immune system and that they have to be injected with pathogens in order to be

healthy....OMG! Bombarded with constant Big Pharm ads hourly and poisoned with fast foods, it is sad, but no surprise to see

what has been happening....
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So very accurate. Just look at the # of acronym named diseases added each and every year decade after decade and a drug to

treat it for every one and heavily advertised in all media. The powerful marketing arm and bought off politicians, government

agencies (CDC, FDA NIH etc) paid off with big $$$ from big pharma special lobbying interests IS the crux of the problem. Control

the vast # of medical providers in the country thru coercion and threats of losing their license (as done in current plandemic),

being de-funded, ostracized from their peers if they suggest early treatment options like Ivermectin-HCQ etc and voila!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly, Gayle.  There have been decades of brainwashing, and this is but the most recent installment.  But so many things are

not working I gotta wonder how long so many can remain hoodwinked?
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The Four Base Conditions for ‘Mass Formation’: 1.Lack of social bonding — Social isolation; 2.Seeing life as meaningless,

purposelessness and senseless, and/or being faced with persistent circumstances that don’t make rational sense; 3.Widespread

free-`oating anxiety and free-`oating discontent; 4.Widespread free-`oating frustration and aggression"  Each one of those four factors

is caused by, simply, an inability to communicate.  And the solution is to occupy the media, to pull the strings of the puppet master's

marionette, to wield the sword of goliath, and to use it against them. You can turn up the volume and shout as loud as you want, but to

get through, the chanell has to change. The truth wants to be free.
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fvtomasch
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People or the shells that were once called people now communicate with 0's and 1's tapping letters and numbers on a

phone/texting have replaced face to face or now mask to mask. The ability to communicate the old fashioned way with your

mouth is now digital. Remember the Binars on Star Trek? They were unisex speaking in mostly computer language. How many

kids today do not know what they are. Male-female-non binary/etc. Sad world indeed.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If one want to see the proof of mass psychosis, read this ViewPoint: "Get booster shots to avoid COVID catastrophe. "

caymannewsservice.com/2021/12/get-booster-shots-to-avoid-covid-catastr..   Keep in mind this mid Atlantic island literally closed its

borders for 18 months and 90% population over 12 is jabbed. See how terri\ed they are of Omicron. The scariest part is, local media

source-CNS mostly post comments that are in agreements with this View Point.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The solution is to occupy the media. The truth wants to be free.
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Raythe4th
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rumble.com/vqwky0-metaverse-sign-your-life-away-now.html
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only shows lots of sheep out there.  Want direction and leadership because they are lazy and frightened but mostly lazy.
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danceswthwords
Joined On 7/16/2012 7:19:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are wired to be herd animals. So yes, we are like sheep. We evolved to fell safer in numbers because we ARE safer in

numbers, especially against big predators. In the Christian scripture God tells his disciples to tend his sheep. Lovingly tend them.

So if we're not a sheep and we're not a shepherd (lovingly leading the sheep), what does that leave? The wolf. It's the one that

preys on sheep because they are soft and easily led.  If we don't identify as a sheep we need to be leadrrs. Leaders don't insult

those whom they lead. I'm fed up with people insulting those who just want peace and are trying their best to understand without

the insight into the media and natural health and etc. We shouldn't insult them for being trusting and believing what they are told.

They're our friends and family and neighbours. Love them. Lead then gently. Or recognize that you're the predator and you're

perpetuating this divide.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When can we take off our masks?   - when we can see the truth.  When can we see the truth?   - when we take off our masks.  The

masks only serve to block our sight, not our sense of smell. When we smell our masks, we know something is rotten.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Taking a gene therapy that reduces the symptoms of a virus but doesn't prevent it, calling it a "vaccine", pushing it as necessary for

everyone to get to reach herd immunity, then people who are "vaccinated" with this gene therapy get sick anyway, so that must mean

that "boosters" are needed... on so on ad \nium can be nothing other than Mass Psychosis, cause it certainly ain't science!
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Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM
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Western culture is so far gone the fools worship those promulgating this impending genocide. I'm beginning to understand why the

Central Bank Clan oozes contempt for us. In their eyes, we're literally begging them to destroy us while funding it ourselves.
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JanBrownIndiana
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Great article!  However, re one of the stated solutions - "Substitute fear of the virus narratives with narratives that highlight an even

greater fear — fear of totalitarianism.“ - as most of us know, the psychosis prevents them from receiving the facts surrounding the covid

fraud that's bringing us to totalitarianism.  So how exactly do we get through?  One suggestion was to be very, very gentle in presenting

the facts, and if they resist, then back off and let them digest what you just shared; then maybe try again another time.  But that process

could take a very long time!

I just wonder...DOES ANYONE KNOW OF A SOURCE that provides some SPECIFIC STATEMENTS that have been found to break thru the

psychosis?  In other words, just saying "Did you know the PCR tests created false positives in order to drive up the # of Cases, creating

the fear we all experienced until they were ready with a vaccine?" doesn't work.  Nor does this work: "Did you know they had to cover up

the fact that there were 2 drugs that cure covid or else they wouldn't have been able to get FDA authorization for the vaccine?"
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excellent insight and point!
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JanBrownIN:  While it was suggested to bring up the greater fear of global totalitarianism, I personally don't make any headway

with that one...  I've simply been trying to use the phrase, "The vaccines do not prevent transmission."    [ From Paul Kingsnorth

(Substack) in ‘The Vaccine Moment’ where he states that, “It is the fact that these vaccines, whatever their elcacy in other

areas, do not prevent transmission of the virus.  This fact - which has long been known but is barely ever mentioned – blows

apart the case for vaccine passports, segregation, lockdowns of the ‘unvaxxed’ and all such similar measures.

Even if you believe (or pretend to) that this virus is dangerous enough to justify the radical new forms of authoritarianism which

have emerged around it – and I certainly don’t – these forms will fail anyway if both vaccinated and unvaccinated people can

spread it; which they can.” ]  -  It just seems like if people can hear that enough they'll eventually wake up and understand that it

doesn't matter if one is vaccinated or not, especially the children...   -  Another one I like, from RFK, Jr's stickers (this one

displaying a mask):  "Your obedience is prolonging this nightmare."  -  That would make a great bumpersticker!
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dissenters fear being thrown in prison after governments response to January 6th.  Maybe my fear is something covid has given me?
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The statement "Mass formation psychosis is the explanation for how the Germans accepted the atrocities by the Nazi party in the

1930s" is concerning to me and vague. Please tell me where I can \nd solid evidence of this. I see no footnote as to where the

information came from, so I can only surmise that it is hearsay. This is a problem. To immediately start regurgitating catch phrases

from the "usual suspects" regarding the generally accepted as true "International scapegoat" for all the things bad happening in the

World does our cause NO good.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If one is on this site, listening/reading to daily Hot Topics, I would assume that he/she doesn't need a "scienti\c" proof, evidence

for everything, for he or she is a critical thinker, an independent thinker able to analyze information objectively and make a

reasoned judgment.   If you disagree with ""Mass formation psychosis is the explanation for how the Germans accepted the

atrocities by the Nazi party" please offer your own opinion based on your own analysis. May be it is in human nature to unite and

kill others en masse.  Hiroshima bombing and all modern time  (20th century) wars killed at least 108 million people.   Paul

Tibbets Jr., who `ew plane that dropped \rst atomic bomb lived to 92 and had no regrets. Was he hypnotized? Claude Eatherly,

another pilot,  spent years punishing himself for his role in the \rst atomic bombing.

The American airmen who `ew the mission to drop the atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Hiroshima on Aug. 6, 1945, were

witnessing a man-made cataclysm unlike anything seen in the previous history of human warfare. They watched as \re

swallowed the city whole. The atomic bomb was the most ferociously deadly weapon ever created by human ingenuity — a

technology that multiplied the power of these few men and planes to a degree out of all comprehensible scale. In Hiroshima

alone, some 70,000 people were killed instantly. These airmen were normal men in human bodies, no more able than anyone else

to fully comprehend or bear responsibility for the mission they had been chosen to execute. In the ensuing decades, only one of

the 90 servicemen who `ew the atomic bombing missions, Maj. Claude Eatherly, came forward to publicly declare that he felt

remorse for what he had done
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Yes, indeed. This shows you that the people who cry “mass formation psychosis” are victims of it too, but are unaware. They see

only portions of the truth but believe that they know the whole. A lot of fragmented people who point the \nger at others not

seeing their own failings. God (or whatever you call this uncorrupted energy that ultimately has the \nal say) chose not to give

them this information. The insight and critical thinking skills of such people are only partial. It cannot be more obvious for the

God chosen ones: if the present is a bunch of lies, why do you think the OFFICIAL narratives of the past are nothing but truth?

WHO WRITES THE OFFICIAL NARRATIVES OF THE PAST? THE SAME LOT WHO WRITES THE OFFICIAL NARRATIVES OF THE

PRESENT. It doesn’t make logical sense, but only the God selected ones can see that. God gives the truth to some, denies it to

others. Maybe this is how it should be. People have been living a LIE much bigger than they think and much longer than they

think.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Insofar as solid evidence is concerned, that may be dilcult to procure. However, the following three books are very informative

and a critically thinking person may see if there is anything to the premise of "mass psychosis" as it relates to the political and

social processes taking place in the world today during this time of "Covid hysteria": The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind by

Gustave Le Bon Propaganda by Edward Bernays The Rape of the Mind: The Psychology of Thought Control, Menticide, and

Brainwashing by Joost A.M. Meerloo The Psychology of the Masses: Why You Believe What You Believe and Do What You Do by

Noah Halberg
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It is something one can simply observe.  What sense does it make at all for people to be wearing masks outside in unpolluted

conditions?  None whatsoever.  That is mass delusional psychosis, based on a far exaggerated fear. Regarding the atomic

bombs, horri\c as they were, their greatest effect was to save more Japanese lives than anything else.   Areas of high military

value with low populations were chosen within a nation of very high population density.  The conventional bombings of larger

cities killed many times more people, and a land invasion may have killed just about everybody in Japan before they would have

surrendered, judging from what went down in Okinawa..
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Except that millions of Germans did not know about the concentration camps.
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An interesting article but what makes some minds less susceptible to mass formation than others?  What if a nutrient-dense diet and

low-toxin environment allowed the body to be at a higher level of health, a level in which setbacks could be handled, creative solutions

were seen, and getting along with a diverse collection of family and classmates/work colleagues was easy? Check into

WestonAPrice.org (Dr. Mercola was a main speaker at a conference they held a while back.)
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Mass MKUltra.
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Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pyschosis can be due to low B vitamins due to gluten/stress. Stress uses up B vitamins/Zn/progesterone. The TV media is like gas

lighting...drives people crazy so they want the pretend vaccine and are so sure this is truth. They are not open to the real truth.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Another great article reposted at notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just couldn't bring myself to read this.   It wasn't primarily due to the cognitive dissonance I continue to experience in having a belated

whistleblower on the Frankenscience he helped invent discoursing on the moral hazards of this moment.    Nor was it because I've

already read this as well as other material recycled among the 2% of those who read in a functionally illiterate society (2% may not be

accurate, since surveys are incomplete as a result of lack of reading comprehension on the part of respondents).   And it wasn't

because about the last thing I can tolerate at this stage is more psychological syndromes and conditions when our present predicament

attests to the sick success of intergenerational marketing of myths of mental illness (how many editions has the DSM been through

now?).  

No, my own disinterest stems from contagious effects of Don't-Give-A-Shyte syndrome (just to keep to convention).  It's probably

symptomatic of living in the U$, Inc., where being an Amerikan, particularly in the age of mass consumerism and commodity fetishism

(as Marx identi\ed this syndrome), is essentially de\ned as not giving a shyte, except for whatever may distract people from what

matters.   The no doubt epigenetic transmission of this little understood but all too common dis-ease with anything which might have to

do with being human beyond the mindless pursuit of what masters of the unfree market place before us likely has contributed to "mass

formation psychosis," as loss of a sense of meaning and purpose in an alienated, atomized society is included in the case of the latter.  

Still, it seems what 'we the people' suffer from most of all is a longstanding cult of indifference, and a politics of letting someone else

somewhere else (effectively in the cesspool of the nation's capitol for capital) take care of bizzness as usual while herds roam the

range of bovine contentment.   Note: rumors of remedy appear to favor Get-Off-Yer-*** therapy.
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Well it's all right, we're going to the end of the line.  3 min. www.youtube.com/watch
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is an excellent video!!  TYSM again Dr. Mercola for all you do to help humanity in these dark days.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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This is excellent food for thought.  take a few minutes to read it...

secularheretic.substack.com/p/covidjab-solutions-remedies-antidotes
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I would say not mass psychosis any more than the entranced Austrians and Germans in WWII. Pardon the expression 's h i t always

`oats to the top' -- as the saying goes, meaning you have the wrong people getting to top positions of authority. This is in part because

you have the most ambitious of Faust-type people who tend to be most greedy, insane, and evil bunch willing to part with their Souls to

reap comforts and pleasures of this Earth. Nothing else matters to them. They like Hitler, Churchill, and Bushes get to the top, and

engage the whole world in wars. The masses that follow them is a Stockholm Syndrome that's well documented, thinking they have a

Messiah leading them. Other aspect of this is prophecy and destiny -- and for that reason Islam legends say you cannot kill the Dajjal

(Antichrist) even if you pull a trigger or throw a hand grenade at him. But then there is also the prayer and will of individuals which does

make a difference -- as spoken by Blessed Virgin Mary to the visionaries in Lourdes, Fatima, and Medjugorje .

I think it is even more sad than unfortunate that Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk and others didn't do anything good with the excess

money but Evil, rockets and cars that only hurt Earth and humanity (e.g. Musk leveling 740 Acres of Forest in Germany for his

gigafactory-future quarantine/death camp). As Bobby Kennedy points out in his book The Real Anthony Fauci, Gates hasn't given any

money to charity as he said he would -- the $billions in 'charity' he gives is to WHO, etc. to kill off more people to combat overpopulation

-- an obsession of Bill Gates, Sr since childhood. In that regard, Adolf Hitler  was a philanthropist. Who knew?! That applies to all 'elite'

warmongers and eugenicists like Winston Churchill, the English royal family, and the Bushes. If obsessed with overpopulation, why then

haven't the global elites spoken up or done anything about it in proactive, humane ways? Why have they blocked abortion and family

planning?
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linusndonga
Joined On 5/21/2020 12:19:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Merci Mercola

😍😍

. Welcome to the future of enduring freedom from chronic diseases enslavement, thanks to grain amaranth plants

genetic resources and traditional healthcare systems and knowledge institutions. They have birthed a terrible beauty named grain

amaranth-based nutraceuticals and which has transformed healthcare systems for chronic diseases such as cancer, diabetes, HIV

(nowadays a chronic disease), hypertension, heart and kidney disease etc from management treatment to curative therapies status.

And that future is now. So Dr. Mercola

😍😍

, you're eligible to 

😍

,  join us into this future free of chronic diseases enslavement. NB: The

cure for cancer is also the cure for viral diseases in traditional herbal medicine. Coronavirus is a viral disease. So the good news is that

this totalitarianism monster is Dead on Arrival
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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People will get sicker if vaxed. More employees will quit due to vaxine mandates. Shortages will get worse. Vaxine mandate reinstated:

www.youtube.com/watch   The govt and elites are just playing games with us.  Trying to keep us in a state of constant anxiety by

offering freedoms and then eliminating them.  It is well-known technique of psychological control.   See it for what it is and distance

yourself as much as possible from dependency.
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_Tn1s_
Joined On 6/18/2021 3:11:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@brodiebrock12, "The founding Fathers of America knew this and why it's GOD only who gives us unalienable rights to life, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness." Exactly. Rights come from God, not governments. "Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious

people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other." --John Adams And this means in the judeo-christian tradition, not the

church of satan. The framers knew that outside of this, the Constitution would be perverted using all manners of Clinton-esque

legalese, as is often apparent in the decisions handed down by sophists, attorneys in black dresses.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rules for me, but not for thee...www.westernjournal.com/covid-compliance-inspector-refused-entry-unable..
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is happening in the world today with the virus and vaccine is a ful\lling of the prophecy in Revelation 18:23 (the people being

deceived by 'sorceries', this word in Greek is the same word we get 'pharmacy, pharmaceuticals' from. The world is now being deceived

by those in power using the pharmaceutical/medical industry as Mercola points out, to bring in the one-world government, which will

become the kingdom of the Anti-Christ, diabolical dictator prophesied in the bible. It is all coming to pass, just as God said in his word!

It's high time to put your faith in Christ before it is too late.
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DMJOHNSON
Joined On 8/28/2012 6:53:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Visit MIT PhD Dr. Shiva.  Learn how, with a systematic higher consciousness, you can help create a world of Truth Freedom & Health.

 vashiva.com
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Unvaxxed2
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OT: Just went on Wikipedia and counted soccer player deaths by year..... 2019: 8 2020: 3 2021: 18  Just a note, soccer players are

required to have vaccines. Of course, this isn't being reported in the media.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wondering about Marathoners and Ultramarathoners too-Boston now requires runners participating to show proof of jab.

October 2021 Boston Marathon, a young, healthy \tness trainer needed CPR at the 8 mile mark; not mentioned on MSM; saw it in

my running feeds.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sheep please take heed of this excellent take on the spell you are under!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess the plan is to cause a societal implosion to build back better? Worth noting the only common unity or life purpose behind this

mass formation is hypochondria. Avoidance of illness. And the "solidarity" depends on semi-isolation. I don't see how this can last long.

Especially if the experimental shots kill or cripple large numbers in a few years. Maybe they hope to kill most of us through the shots,

food shortages, and death camps. Then buy up everything, build prison cities, and herd survivors there? The clever, ruthless villains

know what they are doing. They must know this is unsustainable. All according to the Plan.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are a lot of questions about the nature of the COVID viruses that are not being displayed to the public and that is problematic only

for those people with live minds and a fair amount of intelligence. Why would there be a visible connection between wearing masks and

a reduction in the cases of COVID? My \rst reaction? There is none! I think that was wrong of me. Then it struck me. WHAT IF?  What if

the connection is parasitic? That would mean the virus is transmitted by bacteria into the body and only then does it become a real

threat. So a mask that keeps the bacterial host out would have some kind of effect to keep the virus parasite at bay.

IF that is the case, then a treatment that kills the bacteria might also keep the virus from coming alive in the cells.  When I was young, I

had a lot of ideas that were not correct. As such, I am paranoid about judging ideas before all the facts are in. Because what you think

you know, often times may be wrong. In the early and successful treatment of COVID by a minority of doctors silenced by the FDA with

threats on their licenses to make a living, they did use a strong antibiotic as part of a treatment against COVID.

The use of vitamin therapy and the use of zinc with an enhancer was successful. Injections bypassing the stomach and the intestines

did also make a difference. It has been suggested that we are dealing with a lab-based bioweapon. As such it is a very nasty piece of

work. As a common cold relative, it is likely to mutate to 150 different viruses. The only effective treatment to such a weapon is likely to

be a mild poison that eliminates any virus rather than an antibiotic alone.  I feel that facts about a multiple mutation eliminates just

about every vaccine out there as a good treatment. Including the brilliant work using the immunity programming. We are really talking

about billions of dollars invested in a poor cure. That is the real problem.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There isn't a visible connection between masks& reduced symptomatic cases, just PCR tested lotto cases....which have their own

attending issues& potential threats. At least, I've seen no conclusive studies or evidence to that end: just blind faith, trust-me

statements by folks w/ CLEAR con`icts of interest. I do believe that antibiotics to deal w/ opportunistic bacterial infections while

the immune system is compromised or dangerously en`amed is smart, AND that mild vermifuges are wise & seemingly

effective. Supporting the immune system, taming in`ammation & maximizing nutrition also seem to be no-brainers in my book.

W/ regard to that, there are multiple approaches to avoidance & treating, including pharma or herbal/nutritional/lifestyle...&

protecting the freedom of information & right to make those decisions for the private citizenry is the best way to deal w/ that,

while educating & pushing back against globalist corporate powers & banks w/ protections for private business & ownership,

banks, & against monopolies by-passing all representative protecting legislation via extra-national & coverted globalist powers is

the best way to do that. These cloaking 'holding companies' need to go.  We need transparency. Philanthro-capitalism is a

misnomer& just a Babylonian religious sex-power-cult cloaking mechanism imposing a humanist religion while pretending to be

'neutral', or 'secular'.

NOTHING MANKIND IS INVOLVED IN IS SPIRITUALLY NEUTRAL, but the choice regarding religion needs to be free&private.

Protecting doctors& the professional/consumer relationship w/o pruning back pharma control& corruption, monopolization &

state-corporate cronyism from education, to pharma & nutritional supplements/food production, to the policing agencies coming

either from the perceived 'right'or 'left' is nothing but an exercise in futility,& an insult to any thinking citizen paying for it &/or

having it in`icted upon them w/ neither real representation or choice in the matte
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lordbasil  Judy Mikovits said from the beginning we would get it by injection and I think she was right.
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plm5970
Joined On 2/8/2014 12:33:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i've been very aware of it since 2016.  and yes it's in full force.  and yes people are oblivious.  it's terrifying and pathetic.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To restrict the freedoms of the unvaccinated  infers that the vaccination program has made it unsafer for the unvaccinated to move

around than before where there was no vaccine available  and the unvaccinated (everybody) moved freely all other things being equal

including Covid. If this is not the conclusion to draw then there is no reason to restrict the freedoms of the unvaccinated as it is now a

much safer environment than before.  The hallowed belief that vaccines are safe and therefore all that is good in humankind is being

tested    to see if it holds true. Those who are reverent followers \ght to hold on to this belief but evidence is so overwhelming due to

covid that the belief must be more indignant and resistant or it will collapse and faith broken and then where will we be? If admittance

leads to lostness then perhaps lostness is where we need to be in order to regain the truth and wiser use of our resources and facilities

and to not be bamboozled or locked in.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The airmen, who `ew the atomic bombing missions,  were normal men in human bodies, no more able than anyone else to fully

comprehend or bear responsibility for the mission they had been chosen to execute. In the ensuing decades, only one of the 90

servicemen, Maj. Claude Eatherly, came forward to publicly declare that he felt remorse for what he had done. In a 1961 interview with

reporter Ronnie Dugger, Eatherly explained that he was not convinced by the orthodox explanation about the atomic bomb as a war

winning weapon; the Japanese were putting up so little resistance by early August that Eatherly believed the war would have ended

even without the nuclear devastation.  “I made up my mind [Col. Paul Tibbets Jr.] then that the morality of dropping that bomb was not

my business,” he told an interviewer in 1989. “I have never lost a night’s sleep on the deal.” The bombing had killed an estimated

140,000 people in Hiroshima, and a further 74,000 in Nagasaki.
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for mentioning. The bombing was a satanic act indeed. Those numbers indicate those killed immediately, not those who

were maimed, burnt horri\cally, and not those who were born after that most evil event, with terrible defect.  Interestingly we hear

VERY little about the ugliest moment in history....
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, and no. The COVID Pandemic is not a psychological problem. This is a classic medical system error, to focus on the individual's

symptoms. We need to focus on cure. We cure by addressing the present causes. Causes can be present in body, mind, spirits,

communities, and environments. Our current medical paradigm focus is on the individual, misinterpreting diseases like the pandemic. A

focus on physical causes cannot cure a pandemic. The basic pandemic cause is systemic community manipulation. "Lack of societal

bonding, experiencing life as meaningless and senseless, widespread free-`oating..." anxiety, discontent, frustration, and aggression

are not causes, they are symptoms. Lies are the cause. Lies breed in communities, not individuals.

These symptoms can and are being used to manipulate individuals and communities, to increase the symptoms, increasing the power

of the manipulation. They can, and are being leveraged to facilitate manipulation by the very victims. Everyone who submits to wearing

a mask manipulates others to believe in the mask and to believe in the pandemic. Anyone who refuses to wear a mask is cast out of the

community. This manipulation occurs with the fear, social distancing, sanitizing, vaccination, and many more factors. To some extent, it

is by design, but - as this article points out - it is also a feature of human societies.

How to escape? How to cure? The problem is complex. The cure will not be trivial. Mattias Desmet offers some excellent alternatives.

As we \ght this battle for humanity, I am beginning to see some light. In the face of never ending boosters, many - even the vaccinated -

are beginning to wake up. Cracks are beginning to appear. We need to help them see. I live for the day when this breaks open and we all,

not just those current awake, begin to analyze the pandemic issues openly and to identify those responsible and bring them to justice.

Lies are the cause. Truth is the cure.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Truth will set us free. But Love will cast out the fear.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rec'd from Dr. Robert Malone's free website email subscription: 23 January 2022, Defeat the Mandates March on Washington DC

scheduled... Forward the message so the Movement spreads to other USA cities... defeatthemandatesdc.com
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sunbonanza
Joined On 5/12/2010 11:38:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the "crazy stuff" makes sense if I think about "Skynet"? I think "COVID", "climate change", "5G", "smart devices" and “mass formation

psychosis” are mainly about weaponizing "Skynet"? I think 666 Jabs (only 5% are "deadly") are to engineer fake tests and fake

medications using Arti\cial Intelligence "manipulations". I think fake medicines with 5G beams are the main killer? I think an AI killer

program just needs to "manipulate patterns of life per case" to kill, therefore a general analysis of logical sequences can be impossible

to prove? I think an "AI Skynet" has been "commissioned" to exterminate 60% of humanity in 10 years?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that the PDF from the DHS makes it quite clear that A.I. will be taking over "healthcare"!
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Motive: duckduckgo.com  search for Gonacon. Two injections and a booster (in some places in time). Similar side-effects.

Immunocontraceptive vaccine when populations become unmanageable. Mammals only. Are we mammals?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...and the hits just keep on coming! I wouldn't doubt for a moment, that they are already injecting this into people!
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Great Lie (reset) has \nally brought together, under Dr. M's protective umbrella, articulate eloquent wordsmiths but only one

blacksmith's forge (http://chng.it/qxJD764X                ). There is no time left to dance about using words as if it was a sunny game of

tennis, trying to decide whose egosmith reads better.  Stop writing, start voting (http://chng.it/qxJD764X                ) share 24/7 or China

will be locking you ALL into their idea of The Aquarius Brotherhood of Man: see Li-Meng Yang M.D., Ph.D. prediction.  I am personally

too old to take credit for (http://chng.it/qxJD764X                ). However, I am here just to shine a light on it.  

Brief history of Davos January 17 -2022. The Davos of 325 AD at Nicaea was ordered by Constantine (Gates/Fauci). By one vote Davos

2022 was created. As Air Chief Marshal Dowding said, “They did it, of course, by burning every book of the ancient wisdom which they

could lay their hands on "  In 1938, Hitler did the same. By Jan 17, 2022- unless you have used the dark World Wide Web's (WWW) to

vote in God's new light (http://chng.it/qxJD764X                ) you will not have a match or candle to see the jail that you have been herded

into.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They didn't burn them all, which is why we had revival& free democratic republics for so long: when they were restored back to

the common man& against the druthers& will of every elitist nicolaitan or elitist sorcerer, druid or guru, Dragon Emperor etc

seeking to lord over the people in the place of Christ of the Godhead: Son of God as well as Son of Man& utterly unique, personal,

eternal, highest& holy. He is the only intercessor or ladder between heaven & earth: this Lord Jesus Christ through whom all

things were created,& by whom they consist until such time as they will be dissolved & replaced by the new heavens & earth into

which no sin, death or sorrow will ever enter.

He plainly said on more than one occasion, & in the Old Testament Hebrew (Psalm 12, 138 etc),& New Testament Gospels &

epistles, both that the heavens& earth would pass away, but that his words would never pass away.   He is the living Word, and

his Spirit inspired & has preserved them. They expose& blow away every antichristian piece of tripe imagined of men or devils, of

that would be Usurper & father of lies,& those of the builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone to the building of their own

self-exalting, self-divinizing, self-justifying ladders, ways,& bridges, corruptions& idolatries, when compared.

The Babylonian corruption& fornicating union of Augustine of Hippo, the philosopher, &mighty man, Constantine I in 325 AD is

the forger of forgers,& the head of all gnostic & cultic craft of men & devils: but then, she is neither pure nor Christian according

to the scriptures, plainly identi\ed throughout & especially in Revelation 2&3, & 17-18 by her spiritual harlotries, her scarlet &

purple, her golden cup of blood by which means she's been made drunken & drawn in the nations, & her merchandising.   The

Authorized English version is still on her olcial list of books verboten, cursed w/ her antichrist anathemas; & her genocidal

Council of Trent anathemas still stand, as well.
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jor1355
Joined On 7/6/2018 1:21:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that since a long time,the only way to stop this no-sense is when something much bigger happens.As strange it may sound,i

think it would be great if we have a big \nancial market crash,and everything will be expensive and rare.so people will wake up and face

real problems,and this will bring them together again,and at the same time they will recognize the evils who create all this crisis.In my
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real problems,and this will bring them together again,and at the same time they will recognize the evils who create all this crisis.In my

mind this crash will happen anyway,but as sooner it happens,it will kill totaliarism and save humanity.The way back to freedom is not

always easyy,but needed.
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on. Can nazi-vaxers and the zombie-vaxed call him anti-vaxer although he invented this "vaccine" technology, and got the P\zer

jab himself?
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I found out Malone got the jab, I was `abbergasted. Too weird.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malone's story for getting the jab was that he needed it for his international travels.  Maybe he got saline.  Whatever works.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From what I recall reading, the Muslim faith has 80% of the world population believing in it and all of the other religious faiths have 20%,

so with Covid and vaccines now input into 8.0 billion of the 8.6 billion Census Advanced  Western Technological Societies, soon the

religion of choice will be Muslim 100% - the 80% Muslim from countries too poor to get vaccines, for example Africa, India, other

Muslim dominant countries - if at \rst you don't succeed try and try again. Have to start practicing how to be a good Muslim - bonus -

as a male, I can have 4 "young" wives, just to start with - Allah is Great, after all!!
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EconomistfromHell
Joined On 6/15/2021 5:43:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Racist and religious rubbish.  To start with a simple search of the internet would reveal that the continent of Africa is not

dominated by Islam.  Try practising reading before writing?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And don't forget: those left & going into that time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30 KJB)& Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 7-12 KJB)

who refuse to take the mark the \nal Antichrist causeth them to take, & w/o which there is no economic participation in their

uni\ed antichrist kingdom, die the death: by beheading.  Shades of the 3 Abrahamic monstrosity!  Betting that guy's number one:

a pope; & number 2: that he'll have gentile,& shared Abrahamic Shemitic blood, both Jewish& Arab; probably some Hamite

Canaanite & maybe even some angelic/alien for good measure in his transformed dna, & \nal attempt to usurp not only dominion

over the earth, but heaven & the sides of the north as well.  

Something for everyone, except those brought to the faith during that most terrible time coming when the spiritual warfare will

become visible, men's hearts failing them for fear, & under very different & most dilcult circumstances ending in almost sure

martyrdom,who will hardly enter in. A very different dispensation of grace indeed. Those refusing the \nal manifestation of the

transforming, free will destroying, mark that is both in & on the hand& forehead, w/even the supernatural witnesses in the court

of the rebuilt third temple in Jerusalem, spiritually called Sodom,& the 144,000 JEWS to enter in dying or raptured

Get ready for 'supernatural' Sid Roth& Craft style, w/& in corruption w/ violence& impurity,& the majority repenting themselves not

of their murders, their thefts, nor of their pharma-technocratic sorceries.  Romish Babylonian Laodicea will be there front& center,

w/ those Craft Jews who buy into her false christ deal& united kingdom,& the mystical Muslims who survive the Ezekiel 38-39 &

Psalm 83 war in which the hardliners who can't be 'merged' will fall. Just before Armageddon. Oh, those 'survivors' & 'winners':

they win the booby prize in the end, the living death of Isaiah 66 which Jesus described also in Mark 9 where their worm dieth

not: eternity in corruption. YAY
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Wikipedia has 24.1% shown for Muslim in a pie chart for world religions.  Christianity is shown as the largest slice at 31.2%.

 Where'd you read 80%?
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Graphene and Graphene Oxide Basics  (full summary) www.holistichealthonline.info/graphene-oxide-basics
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dunno bout Malone?...Why invent a Monsanto-style solution to largely sub-lethal problems?...ignoring all preventive immune boosting

natural biochemistry and very effective treatments...making people feel dependent on mainstream sick-care only to enrich bloated

pharmaceutical cartels??? Our system of rule by corporate monopoly created a matrix of dependency, a psychological addiction to

feeling protected by being a cog in BigBro military, agribusiness, medicine, media.. queuing to inane bureaucratic regulation and

fearmongering..Stay in Line!

Off grid farmers feel no such dependency and will eat despite what bullshit banksters and shiny suits babble. To obey the incoherent

ramblings of decrepit Biden, sly Gates/Fauci doubletalk, silly Schumer and rapidly melting Pelosi is absurd to free-living free-thinking

souls. These clowns are only supported by system members equally dependent on the fat system money they sold their integrity for.

Yeah, so lots of group psychology goin on here..where leaving group-consciousness feels like jumping off a cliff to the neurotic herd.

Many technologies should never have been invented..and then misused..but this is a symptom of a wrong-headed narrative built by an

authoritarian hierarchy on the religion of greed with zero responsibility for the death and misery they cause.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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So P\zer reportedly had an early mRNA vaccine for dogs (and maybe rabbits) back as early as 1990, can only wonder why this

technology waned in acceptance, was not picked up until 2008 when revised by DARPA and GOF subsequently funded by the

DOD. Were they looking for shots that could quickly be re-formulated to suit whatever their military tangled with? Was it Dr.

Fauci's dream of a universal `u shot that caught their attention? Many alternative theories have been `oated...animal testing

repeatedly showed it too dangerous to be considered for human use, that's nothing new to Dr Fauci's M.O. He's been allowing use

of dangerous drugs his entire career! Apparently Pharma was waiting for the right opportunity to push for general acceptance of

this seriously leaky shot. This describes collusion.

Regardless, the best description I heard was from Dr Bhakdi who mentioned that this shot travels through the body and

congregates in places like the heart, brain, liver, ovaries, testes, however does not reach the upper airways, where these viral

particles \rst enter the body. Go \gure, the logic is not there!! With all their subterfuge, the US FDA just shot down a potential

nasal spray.

We have had Agency Capture with a capital C, for years now, former govt. employees end up working for industry they were

formerly or ostensibly regulating. Politicians (most are) funded by this system are acting as foils, to distract attention away.  Its

closed-loop of corporate corruption. How bad does this need to get for walls to come crumbling down?
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BernadetteGately
Joined On 9/18/2006 7:41:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Richard Noakes, I saw daily  saltwater snilng recommended for eliminating colds in an old Yoga book, but no clear

explanation of how to do it properly. Could you please explain what you mean by "cup a hand"? All the best to you. Gratefully.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Close your \ngers together & bend them so that they & the palm of your hand form a 'cup' which can hold a couple spoonfuls of

liquid.  Voila! Pesky old semantics and \gures of speech.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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I cup both hands together to serve as a cup when drawing in water from faucet to rinse out my mouth after brushing teeth.
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Penelzpix
Joined On 9/13/2021 12:04:25 PM
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It is clear to me that those who were born after 1960, in the U.S., did not read Orwell's "1984" nor saw the late 50s movie "The Invasion

of the Body Snatchers". Had they, they would have had the hairs on the back of their necks stand straight up when Biden began

mandating everyone get the mRNA jab. They would have been outraged at \nding out that outstanding highly quali\ed medical doctors

& researchers were being censored because they were promoting something that Big Brother/Pharma/Fauci didn't want known. Mattias

Desmet's "mass formation psychosis" makes complete sense and we, who have not imbibed the CV19 KoolAide must start pointing the

\nger at the paths to BigPharma/Gates/Vanguard/BlackRock goal of totalitarianism.

Leading the charge behind the scenes is Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum www.weforum.org/.../leadership-and-governance

 Check out their BOD & the Young Global Leaders www.younggloballeaders.org/community?page=10&via=indexdotco   Here are

 prominent alums: Peter Buttigieg, Secretary of Transportation, US Department of Transportation, USA; Pamela Chan, Global Head,

BlackRock Alternative Solutions; Chief Investment Olcer, BlackRock, USA; Tulsi Gabbard, Congresswoman from Hawaii (D), 2nd

District, United States House of Representatives, USA; Garlin Gilchrist II, Lieutenant Governor, State of Michigan, USA; Adam Kinzinger,

Congressman from Illinois (R), 16th District, United States House of Representatives, USA; Li Jia, Adjunct Professor, Stanford University

School of Medicine, USA; Emi Nakamura, Chancellor‘s Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley, USA. There are many

more who have all been indoctrinated into the Global Totalitarianism Scheme!!!  Some how Gavin Newsom got himself dropped!
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jaredsmom2hotmail.com
Joined On 5/15/2021 5:07:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bible prophecy is coming true before our eyes. Come quickly Lord Jesus.  Maybe those of you who don't believe will change your minds

when all the Christians on earth disappear. It's not an alien abduction!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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AMEN!!!!!  Looking forward to His coming.
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danceswthwords
Joined On 7/16/2012 7:19:40 PM
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I usually love Mercola's insights butI fell strongly that the solution to fear is not replacing their fear with another worse fear. You cannot

reason with a traumatized/ fearful person. You need to bring them out of that state. The best solution, the only solution, is connection.

Connect with people and disconnect from TV. Find ways to lovingly connect with those who are afraid, even if it's just a care basket or a

weekly phone call. We need connection. That is how we're designed. The darkness is never overcome by more darkness. We need to

shine light in these places. With truth and loving kindness. We need to foster faith and hope not fear. Amplifying fear at this time may

get more readers but it does not help us to course correct.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We could all use some hope.
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JanBrownIndiana
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, danceswthwords, for that insight - that replacing fear with another worse fear cannot work with traumatized/fearful

people.  I do believe you're right.  And yes, we need to shine light into the dark places (it doesn't take much light either!) with truth

and kindness.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes? Just 1 tiny issue: those who are afraid also tend to be aggressively entrenched in their positioning - with 18 plus months of

indoctrination. Wish I had a better answer...
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Br_9.1
Joined On 1/4/2021 1:46:31 AM
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We are created in Gods image. That doesnt mean that you are God. Its a big difference! Human “nature” in the Bible is what makes us

“us.” A man’s nature is the sum total of qualities that make him who he is. It is a person’s inherent character and that which constitutes

his or her individuality. According to the Bible, every human being is born with Adam’s nature, which is sinful; we have a natural bent

toward pleasing self (Romans 5:12; 7:14). Our natural selves cannot please God (Romans 8:8). Our sin nature keeps us from fellowship

with God, keeps us in bondage to sin, and leads eventually to spiritual death (Romans 6:16, 23; 7:14; 2 Peter 2:19). We cannot free

ourselves from sin because we cannot change our natures, just as a tiger cannot change its stripes.

When we believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, we are saved (Acts 16:31), and we undergo a radical spiritual transformation. This is what

Peter means when he says we are made partakers of the divine nature. We are made new creations in Christ (2 Corinthians 5:17). We

are born again (John 3:3). We died, and now our lives are “hidden with Christ in God” (Colossians 3:3). We are “in Christ” (Romans 8:1).

Adressing the many new age comments. We will never ever become or be God. God is God and He has created us. God is outside His

creation. God is the Creator and we are His creation. It's mercy to be saved by a loving and righteous Lord.
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76La76
Joined On 5/20/2016 11:26:10 AM
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@RichardNoakes Actually Christianity is the largest faith followed in the world..just google it.  It's 2000 years old.  Has 2.something

billion followers while islam has under 2 billion.  Just thought id put that out there.  But soon i think christianity will be re titled

christinsanity as the world leaders are proving to very much evil bass tards.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Catholicism isn’t true Christianity, it’s a christianized Mystery Babylonian Religion, and even the Bible itself says it’s an

abomination before God. (see Revelation 17) Jesus said in Matthew: Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad

is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way,

which leadeth unto life, and few there be that \nd it. Matthew 7:13-14  Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life. Religion isn’t

what’s needed. A spiritual rebirth is! That can be found within the pages of God’s Word and doesn’t require a Religion, or a

Preacher/teacher.  If people read and were familiar with their Bibles, they would not be easily deceived by religion. When church

dogma contradicts with what the Bible says, and “The Church” claims to have the authority to supersede God’s Word, anyone with

common sense should be able to tell something is wrong. Sadly, that doesn’t seem to be the case.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you believe that Jesus died for your sins and rose to life on the third day, then you are a Jesus follower/Christian period.

Catholics are Jesus followers.
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JuQuDC
Joined On 7/10/2020 5:36:35 AM
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Ray: If there is a way to divide us from each other, we will \nd it.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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I agree, TheRealJones. I'm not a Catholic and disagree with the Romans on some issues. But.... Catholics believe in God. They

believe the Bible is His Word. They believe Jesus is God's Son, and that He died to redeem us. Catholics believe in salvation by

grace and through faith, and they believe Jesus will come again. Just like the rest of Christians.
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Sadly, most Catholics, the butts & wallets in the pews & plying the intel-steering darkness of the confessionals, paying for the

'indulgences' & favors of the Babylonian Harlot riding the Beast....understand the system they're a part of about as well as the

rest of Laodicea, & the sheep without shepherds being played in this latest shuck&jive spellcasting bondage of the blind leading

the blind, the deceiving and being deceived.  Those \nal will receive the coming idol shepherd of Zechariah and Revelation 12-18

with gusto, falling over themselves for a share of his promised share of the booty & divinity: forgetting that he is the father of lies,

& that liars lie, and are unfaithful & treacherous by de\nition....blinded by pride, ambition & rebellion.    

All are accountable though, & it's a willful ignorance requiring refusing the conviction of the Holy Spirit of Truth, the evident truth

of the creation & conscience, & the scriptures .....threefold witness....to the point of being utterly coarsened conscientiously, &

such time as God gives one over to the desired delusions preferred in their place.  He sees hearts & is never deceived.  All the

evasions are vanity.  And all idolatry.  He doesn't tarry now due to inability or in cruelty, but because it is not his will that any

should perish & that all should come to eternal life.  Any whosoever that will, as written.  When that last has enterred & all is

futility, he will know, & the end will come suddenly & surely, as quickening pangs of childbirth, as a `ood.

They follow popes claiming to be avatar christs & ascended divinity, as Muslims the mullahs, Hindu-Buddhists the gurus etc:

taken into bondage by philosophy, tradition & craft ritual claiming powers thru Satan's many fronts which are insulcient &

cannot save.  The ultimate corporation:  MYSTERY, Babylon the great, mother of harlots & abominations of the earth has

headship concordat w/them all.
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Malone met with, & spoke admiringly of, the Pope & papacy after his international covid meeting....just like Gates & assorted

billionaires.  This is just a song & dance via a more circuitous route to the same end endeavoring to make the 'little people' think it's not

really just the same thing with different labels, a bait & switch 'rescue' from a purportedly worse end, when it's really just a step in the

same direction & toward the same end.  Three steps forward, two back.  I don't trust it.  

And all along this trail of 'rescue' with Trumpster's and DeSantis etc are quiet legislations allowing state takeovers & interventions to

take over, mandate & force things in an 'emergency'.  NONE of them are guaranteeing freedom from mandated transformative genetic

shots & pharma sorceries, euthanasia etc protecting individual liberties & free will choice, & real tolerance preserving freedom of

speech, religion & association, private property, self-defense, privately chosen & sponsored education, etc...or bringing middle class-

supporting production back to this country.  Different interpretation & road to the same elitist managed end.   Babylonian Masonic &

Catholic to the nth degree.
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Fundamentalassumptions  The Pope has high level involvement in this global takeover.  I wonder what Malone's role is?  Keep us

distracted until they knock on our door?
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I will not be surprised that the vaccine is also largely a diversion. There might be much bigger things happening now behind the

scenes that we are not even aware of. While they keep our attention on vaccines they might take us down in many other sneaky

ways.
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This week's Arlington, Va., Cath. Herald news says Fr. Jorge Bergoglio (Francis I) is still telling all the "faithful" to get vaxxed. Sad.

Malone wasn't forceful enuf....
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RichardNoakes
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I feel a lot like the Farmer who bolted his stable door after his horse had bolted: Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine

table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes

down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness

goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and `ush away, washing your hands afterwards, until when you do this simple cure,

you don't have any soreness at all, when you `ush - job done.

Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too. This

simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the

viruses mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure. I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years

and I am and others never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are

those vaccines!!
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I personally think it is the wheat that is driving people mad.   Even before the Plandemic there was an increase in early onset dementia

which the major symptom is rage.   I've seen this rage in a member of my immediate family cured by a gluten free diet.  He's a

completely different person than he was.  I never would have imagined diet would impact a persons behavior like that. To complicate

things a bit - a 'gluten free' diet can and should include sourdough bread. Sourdough bread has signi\cantly less gluten than

non-fermented bread, stabilizes the blood sugar levels for 24 hours. www.healthline.com/.../sourdough-bread  Back in 2017 Dr. Mercola

had an article How to Safely Bring Wheat Back into Your Diet, in which he recommended sourdough bread.  Many of his readers turned

on him for daring to say such a thing, and I don't think he ever mentioned it again. Molecular mimicry which is the root of autoimmune

disease is caused by gluten and Covid.
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Interesting SolitaireCat- Dr. Allesio Fasano of Harvard shown that everyone's, celiac and normal intestinal glial cells react

adversely when challenged with gluten. This is the mechanism of mass anxiety and agitation and anger that is then social

engineered into left / right political camps, Cloward and Piven and the Hegelian dialectic. People's serotonin etc. is continually

dis-regulated.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In an article back in 2016, Dr. Perlmutter said "What is newsworthy is the recent \nding that the breakdown in the gut lining as a

response to gluten exposure is, according to Harvard researchers, an event that occurs in all humans. That means that there is

immune activation occurring in all of us when we consume gluten, whether we think we are having issues, or not.

www.drperlmutter.com/top-researchers-reveal-gluten-threatens-health/
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM
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solitairecat; Thanks for this.  Considering Glyphosate/GMO applications to mass farming wheat & other grains:  perhaps one of

these 2 variables is affecting gluten diets.   Food Coop with small production, non-GMO /Organic farm production is our source

of grains/growing what we can.  The gut-brain connection is not to be underestimated. Probiotic state of the gut affects the brain

psychologically; consider high quality  supplements-we know where they are.  

I make my own yogurt, w/strains like: L. Plantarum & L. Rhamnosis; in the research papers as being highly effective for

gut/digestion/Fermented foods also & enzymes like DPP-4 linked to gluten: some research:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5025969;  incomplete dig/toxins that interfere w/ other body functions like sleep:

medsci.org/v18p0593.pdf  ; connection between POTS & gluten here:

theceliacmd.com/pots-postural-orthostatic-tachycardia-syndrome-celiac-..  

Bodily healthy, I \nd psychologically healthy my faith in human possibilities in the Quantum Physics realm connected to faith as

children of God. The abilities for humans to connect hearts/mind/and emotion is how my intuition tells me is the way out of this

tyranny of removing human from consciousness.  We were born with rights under God. Globally, clearly the Laws of Man are

broken & not being upheld. The words of God and feeling of love in my heart/mind/body brings me peace.  Zev Zelenko/Hill to die

on   www.youtube.com/watch   Also, the Native American harmony practices of being a good relative to the earth/calling on

grandmothers, grandfathers, ancestors, & mother earth; resonate with me for daily grounding.
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solitairecat
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Yes Andiroadrunner, I agree that glyphosate and GMO is also affecting our physical and mental health.  I have switched to

organic grains to reduce glyphosate exposure which I believe prohibits the use of GMO wheat.  I lucked out and was able to \nd

an organic farmer not too far from where I live who delivers the `our to me.  It's pricey but boy is it good. Another big problem is

the bromide added to the `our which blocks the thyroid.  This was banned in Canada, but I believe it continues in the US.  I

believe thyroid dysfunction is another symptom of this problem.  And just like `uoride, bromide causes a decrease in IQ, turning

people into idiots. I'm a fermentation junky!  I make sourdough, ke\r, veggies (Dr. Mercola's recipe which is d-bomb), natto, wine,

and mead :-)
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Solitairecat, You may be right on my dads farm where I grew up, we never fed the hens or chickens wheat as it made them `ighty

and behave strangely. However I mostly eat sourdough rye as I prefer it. As to whether a gluten diet is better or has a more

calming effect I am not quali\ed to say. Interesting though.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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Interesting that the behaviour of hens and chickens is affected by wheat! Another change that affected bread was the

introduction of instant yeast in the 1970's.  This increased bread production because it could be prepared in a few hours rather

than overnight.  However, it is the longer fermentation that removes the phytates (anti-nutrients) and reduces the gluten, so the

exposure to these poisons increased across the population.  This is about the time that chronic diseases were increasing

exponentially.  Many diseases are autoimmune, the body attacking itself because a part of our body has changed, and is now

recognized as an enemy.  This is molecular mimicry.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Solitarecat, I like your reasoning, sure, if you can tolerate sourdough go for it! On the other hand, autoimmunity has skyrocketed

in the past 20 years, as well as celiac and wheat-sensitive diagnosis. So much of this depends on where you are coming from.

Many with autoimmune conditions cannot tolerate other foods as well, needs to be individualized.

I had to go nearly grain-free to begin to arrest 50 plus years of undiagnosed autoimmunity (well before Drs. Perlmutter and

Fasano were publishing, the vets were writing about dangers in grains used as \llers in the 1990's). My suspicion is most

non-gmo grains are now being sprayed before harvest, or mixed with grains that have been treated...and water-based glyphosate

is detected in rainwater in many parts of the country. I doubt damage done between grains and glyphosate can be separated

anymore. The US food system is broken, not that any large US corporation cares about retaining quality in their processes, as

their primary focus lies in returns on investment and subsequent shareholder dividends. Primary nutrients are stripped away for

extended shelf life, and often sold to cosmetics and other manufacturers. Upside down and backwards.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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I follow the same reasoning & believe that wheat as it is being grown & processed today; and vaccine & other toxin caused issues

& in`ammation of the whole body terrain: the gut-brain connection being well-documented, are big parts of the web of

contributing factors cursing people today.  

GMO's, glyphosate& bromide are real problems, &depleted soils. Going back even further to when they \rst denatured wheat&

grains in the late nineteenth century so that they could ship it long distance & create bigger markets there were intended &

unintended, reported & coverted, consequences, which then were denied & used selectively as they evidently manifested

themselves, because of money & the desire to lord over others: for power & control,  & to prove self-righteousness, perceived

superiority, greater value, higher or protected professional/craft/gnostic caste etc.  

Some celebrated it & intended its use to feed more people & alleviate poverty, famine etc....while others came down more \rmly

on the power monopolization & centralization, & empire-building side. It's a global issue all people, tribal included, are tempted by

& w/ none totally escaping it: sin's universal. I believe that vigilant freedom& retention of knowledge, passing it on, demanding

transparency etc are the best brakes,& health & freedom sustaining practices: both eyes wide open& denying neither the 'positive'

or the 'negative': balanced, rational & sane.  Mothers to daughters, fathers to sons, parents to children.

Before that grains were naturally soaked by rain & so forth in the wood or \eld before beasts or birds ate them,& people soaked

all the lectin& phytate protected seeds: grains & nuts, either by accident in the \eld, &/or then intentionally in food preparation

methods passed on from time immemorial, including natural preservation of foods & fermentation. Unleavened & leavened

bread, & sourdough, w/ neither absolutely to the exclusion of the other. Naturally diverse& balanced, cleansing.
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Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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Well said Fundamental Assumptions!  Thank you for tying it all together in such an understandable way.
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Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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Rrealrose  It is a dilcult situation we are in with respect to the food supply.  I was surprised when I learned that they were

spraying the wheat crops with Roundup to dry them before harvest.  Other crops are probably the same, like oats.  Although it

cost's more, I'm trying to buy organic grains to avoid the toxins.   I also avoid dairy, although I do eat properly fermented milk,  I

used to make my own yogurt but now I make ke\r which has more probiotics. Although my diet sounds pretty bland, I'm very

happy with it and I feel wonderful which is all that matters.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True salvation in the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures (1 Cor 15 KJB),  continuing in the word to new birth, new creature

salvation by the grace & power of God (John 1, 3 & 8; Romans 10:16-17; 1 Peter 1, 2 Corinthians 5 KJB) bring freedom indeed.  That

freedom which transcends the bondage of the fear of death through the blessed hope & assurance of true, saving faith where the Spirit

of God itself beareth witness with our spirit (Romans 8 KJB) is ironically the only kind that will stand to the death without wavering or

selling out, resulting in liberty & bringing the blessings of God rather than the curse of the 'builders' who've rejected the chief

cornerstone & who build for the spirit of antichrist.  

Only that holy & pure love of God, \rmly rooted in the Rock cut out without hands & his word through repentance not to be repented of,

casteth out fear.  James 1; Daniel 2 & Deuteronomy 32; 2 Corinthians 5 & 7:10; 1 John 4 KJB.  1 John 4 is all about proving the spirits

one receives, because not every spirit is of God.
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This is more projection - the world is being taken over by fascists masking as libertarians (the Bannon (Goebbels?) etc playbook -

accuse your enemy of what you wish to do), ie propaganda. You can fool some of the people some of the time… (It’s got nothing to do

with the rights and wrongs of vaccinations.)
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I'm not quite sure if you and I are on the same page here, but when I sense a phony (L)libertarian, I often think of them as a

"\bbertarian". And I'm not that ideologically pure, (as the wind driven snow), as I don't necessarily follow the LP party platform as

a hardliner, having some possible differences with them in out-of-control border immigration and certain environmental

concerns, etc. Nor am I necessarily in lockstep with "free-range" libertarians either, (think anarchy warlord government), but I'd

like to at least think that my libertarian heart is in the right place. Live and let live, question authority, laissez faire, don't impose

my personal beliefs on others, "I love my country, but not my government", and of course the U.S. Constitution as a strict

constructionist, etc. https://www.lp.org/platform/
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Libertarian agenda …… www.motherjones.com/politics/2021/11/how-dangerous-is-peter-thiel/
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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I disagree that social isolation is causing mass psychosis.  It's more like the reverse - mob mentality causing people to hate their family,

friends and neighbours.  It's a lot like nationalism but vaccination has become the thing that binds people together against the

unvaxxed.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the vaxxed still wear masks and are nervous around others they know to be vaxxed. This emotional instability combined with

their unhealthy lifestyles means they can be held off by a group living healthy human lives. Even less than half their size.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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Rensmith23  The Vaxxed should be nervous because their immune system has been destroyed and they will be taken down by

the common `u!
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't buy into the Lack of Connection causing mass psychosis.  There have never been so many ways to connect with people in my

lifetime. Consider FaceTime, Zoom, Facebook etc.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FaceTime, Zoom, Facebook etc....thats not real connection. Nobody behaves online they way they do in oxine life
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californiawoman and solitairecat; Intuitively, I feel isolation isn't the cause.  Wise sages, monks, prophets, healers-all have

periods of time where they need to be in retreat. Different personality types also have different continuum of connection; like

extroverts vs. introverts/INFJs, etc. There are many factors to consider: What about indoctrination? i.e., Younger generation was

schooled to "go along to get along". Todays' culture is so focused on appearances, \tting in, saving face. What about the current

society that discourages individualism?  What about societies that encourage the idea that "I am better than you are"? i.e.,

competitions, etc. What about ultimate value system of economic wealth rather than love, joy, peace, & harmonious life? (Evil is

Live spelled backwards; Love spelled backwards starts to spell evol-)

What about children who have no responsibilities growing up, getting everything they want, fearing failure (how we learn) &
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expecting society to take care of them? We have an opportunity to re`ect on how to re-structure the values and moral nature of

how tribes can get by to the bene\t of all harmoniously. That is why I love the Iroquois tribal nations' model of coexistence and a

light footfall on the earth; adopted by men. That is why I love the wise words of sages, who identify 4 major greeds as being

causes of evil: Power, Money, Fame, and Love(think possessiveness or sex tralcking).

And that is why the words of God resonate; He guides us to LIVE well by honoring wisdom, not by doing EVIL deeds that will be a

hell. The House of Cards of our current economic system is built on intense attachments by the few at the expense of the many.

It is doomed to fall. I suggest we build a parallel barter system, not dependent on electronic chips or arti\cial intelligence, more

sustainable and recyclable, which is not a system of toxic waste by design of a throw away society, any action of which considers

the long-term impact on our grandchildren.
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You're being sarcastic, right? Facebook?? What a joke! I got something for all of little socialist COWARDS like Zuckerberg.
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